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$he Heed For tto Study
Many' changes;. in society have baton place which should
reflected in tto program of the school* m  evidence of this
meed‘la the study of the edumti-omal program* reference is made 
I
to Briggs’ 1b ipfelch to states tteb-tto ourrioulm of tto school 
csost change to mast cerreapoMi ag social and economic changes*
stizea this- foot in. the following statement ^fto collective 
character of our Industrial society mahes some form of planning 
necessary, S&ueabore * interested in dsmoesraoy and soisnoe^ 
should join .these groups which are striving to have this plan** 
ttisg scientifically administered and democratically controlled1*
a
Further evidence is testified to .this by French in M s  worh 
Education and Social !$peale«. ^Onr problem of setting up a 
broadly conceived educational program Is doubly complicated by 
reason of the necessity of fitting it to a developing social 
and eeonojalc situation* We must therefor® design a program 
based on the most probable projections of toe present trends 
in to® social and economic situation**1
1* tolggs^fhomas H#f Secondary Education* Hew Tories f&® Macmillan 
- rz;.. Of Superintendents, SoclatoChan&e and
«rwu*ww«** 0* C*» 1938 pp* 17-18 Ai
3* French* Will, Education and Social Dividends* -£ferw Tories to®
Macmillan Company, 1955, p+ ili'
- 1 -
z"Those who will exer-oi.se active control in the mar
future mm mm in  our schools* fhmj will a id or obstruct the
solution of too funder&ntal problem of combining social respond­
'd
iMIiby with possession of economic goods,"
Moreover these trends ore not only national in  scope 
tut changes in local ccnsunltles are significant for both plan­
ning and appraisal of a s&hcoi program# The need for local
surreys has been reco&nimed by the American Council oh Education*
5
Because of this need* Beil was authorised fey the American Coun­
cil on Education to make m surrey of the youth of Maryland 
which Is reported in Touth Tell Story#' The tecMique -for-
surveying the needs at the youth hare been demonstrated by Hr*
6
Ball in this report* - In another sourcet Chambers and Beil In 
their mnogrmpfc Bow to Make a Comnalty Youth Survey, haw am- 
phaslced the need for surveying community conditions* In this 
monograph the relation of economic and social data to toe edu­
cational program Is mopmmnt*
in recent years a large number of community surveys 
have been mad©* Bapfesenbativ© of those studies are thou© by
      i m  mpixhwbm i iim- ii in w r t ir-ji miii rnimin'friiiffir'iini'i " /n'TiTitimr:" Titnjrrr-ifirim^rTimiTI^^ t —••.•iq iTrrT f ‘nnnnffmtnir:.r'nnniTrr- nm vTlnam ii "BUrurnur tinii«jgrinw u
4* schoriing, Belelgh and McClusky, Howard T* # Education and 
Social Trends* Bew fork: The Macmillan Company, 1#S8, p*46 
5* Melll71" Howard’ 3E* , Youth Tell Tfeelr, Story* Bew Yorks B* ’ Apple- 
ton-Century doupasyT" 1937,‘"'Sbl'p* '
6* Chambers* M* E*, and Bell Howard EU* Bow to Make a Community 
Youth Survey * imericsn Council on Idueetion^''Swiss'iv^ 
PolmeTlTTVTashizigtonf 8* C*, p* 4
s
? 8 9 10
Brent f McLendon, Lons* and Kir ton* Ail of these surveys deal
with the social and economic conditions in given areas and the
relationship thereof to the educational program*
Daring the past decades school administrators were
confronted with many changes In the social and economic life.
of their communities which had obvious and direct effect on
the educational program* For example in Lancaster County*
Virginia* the population which had been increasing prior to
1920 became relatively static* The young people were forced
to leave the county because of lack of gainful employment*
Menhaden and trap fishing* once two of the main
sources of wealth of the county, have proved most linear tain
from the financial standpoint* Machinery has revolutionised
farming* 1 proved transportation facilities and communication
have brought the people of th© county into closer contact with
other parts of the state and nation* The greatest economic
crisis in our history has been witnessed since 1930* It has
been a time of business expansion, retrenchment, and an effort
<
to return to normalcy* TTnsmployment, relief of different kinds..,
soaring public debt, inadequate recreation, and improper housing 
* ' 
conditions have forced themselves upon mankind. All of these
* *
7» Brent, W* S*, A Study of Education In Horthumberland County 
1930-1939, .Unpubli shed Master*s Tiiesis ^ Wllliaia and Mary " 
College, Williamsburg, Virginia 
B* McLendon, Beese D*, A Survey and Proposed Organization of
the Schools in LamQwHqotmty^ 122 p.
9* Long, Alton B*, An Economic and Social Survey of Kogersville 
Cozmmintby* Master'* s'^ 19d0^ ’ I*7S' pp*
10, Kir ton, Mrs* Laura S., The Socio-Kconomic Efficiency of the 
Winter Garden Schools* Master*s, 1937* Stetson, 122 pp.
4and other tilings have hat a direct bearing upon our educational
system* yet the people as a whole do not seem to see the relation
ship that is Involved*
Before planning a long time educational program for
Lancaster County* it' is necessary to collect pertinent social
and economic data* It is the purpose of this study to present
a plan for the collection of this data* to analyze it* and to
\w
study its slgnifanee and implications for the revision and 
modification of the existing educational program*
The Problem Defined
Our problem in this survey is to determine the definite 
needs of the section* the extent of the need* the financial 
resources available* and to map a program sufficient for these 
needs, within the financial resources of the county* A survey 
of the educational needs of the county will be made in the 
light of the social and economic conditions that exist* Our 
data will be secured primarily from the Superintendents Annual 
Reports* Reports of Auditors of Public Accounts* Bureau of 
Vital Statistics, and the United States Department of Census*
A brief study of the history of the education of the 
county will be made from colonial days to 1930 ee will an ^  
intensive study of the educational system from 1930 to 1940*
This study will include among other things: physical facilities* 
teaching staff, enrollment, graduates, administration, community 
relatione, educational program, supervisory program, revenue
for governmental agencies, revenue for schools, and expenditures 
for schools.
A socio-economic survey of the county will he a most 
important part of this study* fhis will include such things 
ass location, size, transportation, communities, industries, 
treads in population, hirtlr rate, death rate, marital status, 
pathologies, social welfare, housing, religious life, and 
recreation.
Finally a chapter will deal with the summary and 
proposed program* In this chapter the author will propose a 
program of education for the county in the light of his findings*
6CHAPTER II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF U S  DEFBLOHCTST OF EDUCATION
III LANCASTER CCUOTT
The planter9a child learned the three R*s or received
a liberal education in one or more of four ^ ays: from a tutor
under the parental roof, from a local free-school or private
school to and from which he went each day or in which he boarded,
from a school abroad* or, after 1695, from William and Mary 
1 .
College* There is evidence that indicates educational 
facilities were provided in Lancaster County during the 17th 
and 28th centuries* Besides these opportunities for the 
planter9a child, the children of the less fortunate were pro­
vided for in schools established by wills of planters, by the
B
apprenticeship laws, or by activities of ministers. Few 
educational opportunities were provided for the negroes. 
Occasionally a colored servant was permitted to go to school 
with the children of his master.
4
The wills of Col. Ino Darter , his son, Robert {King}
s e
Darter, and «Tohn Davenport all testify to their interest in
education as each provided for the education of his children*
Interest In free public education was not found lacking* la
1*'rBtanSr^r Mary- '&*»"Colonial'^WirEKntST^Tts People and Customs'7Tr
Philadelphia: A* B* Lippincott, 1917, p. £63 
2* Lankford, Francis, Secondary Education in Lancaster and 
Northumberland Counties 'o^"Virginia,'
1932, p. 8.
3* Standard, op* cit* p* 273*
4* Ibid. p. 278*
8* Virginia Magazine of History and Biography* Vol* VI, p. 27.
6* Lancaster County Records* Vol. 1674-89, p» 92*
71680 a legacy was 1 ©ft by Mrs* Frances Prichard, wife of %  chard,
7
a boatwright, to found a free school in Lancaster County,
Influential citizens in the county supplied the names
of poor children who were unable to obtain an education and the
Glebe Fund was used to pay for their ;.f•oka and tuition* This
fund is still in existence and the comity receives yea fly about
three hundred and seventy five dollars from it for educational 
8
purposes* The Glebe Fund was derived from a law enacted by 
the State Legislature requiring the sale of the land held by 
the Spiscopal Church which had been given then in a grant from 
the English government* The principal of this fund in the 
county amounts to about eleven thousand dollars which is invested 
in first mortgages on roal estate in the county*
The Academy
The so called "Academy Movement" began in this county 
in 1839 with the Kilmarnock Academy and closed with the 
Chesapeake Academy in 1909* This type of school was restricted 
largely to the wealthy class due to the cost of tuition and 
board in cases when the distance was too greet for the student 
to return home each day* The curriculum was limited to the
7« Ibid* p*
8* A statement to the author by Mr* V* R* Chewning» Treasurer 
of the Glebe Fund for Lancaster County
8academic or college preparatory courses.
0 .
The Kilmarnock Academy or Mr. Chase*a .Schools It 
was through the influence of Hot. Addison Hall that a Mr* Chase
was induced to come to the County from Hassaehusetts and open
a private school in 1839* The school closed during the first
year of the War 2.-.tween the 3tateo hut opened again and ran
until It v/qs converted Into a free school after the Public School
Act of 1870* The enrollment varied from year to year hut seldom
exceeded sixty scholars* The course of study Included latin,
Greek, German, philosophy, science, higher mathematics, and
bookkeeping* Thus the primary purpose of the school seems to
have been to offer a college preparatory course*
10
jLr-0 Stephen's School* This school was run by a man 
n^med Stephens and was known as an "old field school" so called 
because of its location In an old field that had been cropped 
to exhaustion and consequently was of little value* The normal 
enrollment was about twenty five students, both boys and girls* 
This school ran until the close of the Civil War and was not 
reopened at the close of the conflict*
Old Pield School* Early In the 19th century there
'  11 
was a school at Fleets Bay Heck known as the "Old Field School"*
9* A statement to the author by Mr* H* B* Chase at Kilmarnock, 
son of the Mr* Chase who began the academy 
10*A statement to the author by Mr* G* W* Sanders, White 
Stone, Virginia 
11* A statement to the author by Mr* Americas Bun ton, (now 
living and eighty-nine years of age), Whit© Stone,
Virginia
9About 1850 tills Softool was moved within a few miles of White 
Stone* It was a one room Softool and a tuition fee of two dollars 
and a ftaif or three dollars per month was charged* The curri­
culum was composed of arithmetic, geography, grammar* and astron­
omy* The school changed its location several time© and after 
1870 became a free school* According to Mr* Deaton* instruction 
was poor due to the crowded room and harsh discipline* The 
normal enrollment was from forty to fifty students ranging in 
age from eight to twenty* This school was not closed during the 
War*
Du© to the poor type of Instruction found In the free
13
schools, a private elementary school was organised at the request
of citisens In White Stone by Mrs. W* B. Sanders, nee Miss Flippo,
in 1888. This school continued to operate for two years when it
was taken over by a Mrs* Walton and henceforth was known as the
Lancaster Institute. The enrollment was small, around twenty*
A tuition fee of ten dollars per month was charged for each of
five months of the school session*
IS
The Chesapeake Academy. This school gained more pro­
minence than any other private school in the county and drew 
not only from Lancaster County but also from surrounding counties* 
The first session began in lS89-*90* However, Its charter was 
not granted until 1897, and it closed in 1909* The control of
i
13* A statement to the author by Mrs* W* B« Sander© who 
organised the school*
13* This information was obtained from previous teachers of 
the Academy and students in attendance*
the academy was rested in a board of directors of ten members*
The aim of the school was definitely a dual one: (1}
To prepare students to enter the senior classes of any first
grade college or university or to take any professional course
14
desired, and {a} To give a well rounded practical education.
It is claimed that students leaving this school have graduated 
in two sessions from our best colleges in the state* The 
course of study at the Chesapeake ileademy was a liberal one* It 
embraced many of the studies now considered at the level of 
work done in higher institutions of learning*
The largest enrollment of the school was daring the 
session 1901-102 at which time there was an enrollment of forty- 
seven girls and thirty-two boys*
Pauper School* Prior to the establishment of the 
public school system in 1870, no attempt was made f or free edu­
cation for those children wnose parents could not afford to send 
them to school without the assistance of the state. From the 
table which apj ears below, It is evident that orphans and children 
of less fortunate parents were given a meager education at the 
expense'Of the county* The money'derived for this education 
was provided by the Glebe Hind*
14* Catalogue of the school for the session 1898-f 99
11
TABLE X
mwATion m n  tee poor in lanca||er comm: prior
to the cxra* war
Humber Humber Humber Percent
Common Poor Poor Poor
Schools Children Children Children
In the in the in In Total
Tear Countv County School School Cost
1888 11 95 30 33 $167.80
1845 11 180 89 74 181.29
Several significant facts are drawn from tikis table#
First* tli© amount of money for education was small# Second,
the per cent of children enrolled in 1825 was small♦ By 1845
it seems that people had taken more klmdiy to the idea of the
so called ^pauper school**, as the per cent of pupils enrolled
had more than doubled# It should he kept in mind that the
money from the Glebe Fund could be used only for tuition and
16
the purchase of instructional materials*
The Civil War disrupted education to such ah extent 
that recovery was not possible until the Public School Act of 
1870# After that date public schools began to operate* Fro- 
vision for universal education in section 39 of the law, was 
as follows? nThe public free school shall be free to all per­
sons between the ages of five and twenty-on© years, residing
16. A statement to the author by Mr* IF* R. Chewnlnj, Treasurer 
of the Gle e Fund of Lancaster County
xz
within the school district* provided that white and colored per­
sona shall mot he taught in the same schools* and under the same
17
general regulations as to management * usefulness, and efficiency***
TABLE XX
moamsB m  tok public school
SYSTEM IB LANCASTER COOHfT,
IS
1870-1931
Percent
Average Humber Of School Total
Humber of Humber of Average Population Cost of
Schools Months Teachers Attendance Enrolled Public
Year White^He&ro Taught White‘ He&ro ^ ♦"'HeSro^ Wfa» Hegro Education
1871 0 6 3*38 13 0 198 804 48 33 | 1*677*81
1901 m 18 6.33 84 18 408 443 54, 40 7*075.80
1031 8 18 9*00 35 55 843 738 73 78 61*040.85
Wh. * white
Prom Table II it seams that public education got off to 
a slow start in Lancaster County in 1871 • The schools were one 
room and the term was short— five and one-third months* There was 
an enrollment of about twenty pupils to each white school and thirty- 
eight to each negro school* Hardly more than one-third of the chil­
dren in the county were enrolled in the schools. This small enroll­
ment for the white children may be accounted for by the number of 
private schools being operated* Educational opportunities for the 
negroes were few except as provided by the slave owners* Little 
money was spent on education* It was not that the people opposed
17. Acts-of the Assembly 1869-70* p. 413
18. Wt^^niar:8cfaool' 'Eeports!T~1871* 1901. 1031
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education f but they had no money available for school purposes
end felt toe school system should be held in abeyance until
19
they were better prepared to appropriate the money* Great gains 
mere made in education by 1901 for both the white and the negro 
children* The number of schools tod doubled and the school 
tens had been increased by more than a month* The enrollment 
had made a great gain* barring increased almost three fold in 
the white schools and doubled in the negro schools* fo take 
care of this increased enrollment the tea chins staff had more than 
doubled in the ivhite schools ami mix teachers had been added for 
the negroes* Since there mere more teachers than schools, it 
was apparent that some consolidation had taken place* The 
increase in attendance for the white children was eighteen per 
cent and for the negroes three per cent* Although the funds 
had increased more than three times, the mount spent was still 
nail* The teaching load for the white had been raised to 
twenty-four and nine tenths f an Increase of about fire; that 
for the negro had remained the same*
Much progress was made in the thirty year period 
from 1901 to 1931 as shown in Table II* As a result of im­
proved means of transport ion, consolidation had begun 1m the 
white schools, a full nine month term anas being held; and 
the number of white : uplls had increased by forty-four per 
cent and that of the negro by thirty-nine per cent* To 
take care of this increased enrollment # the teaching staff of 
the white schools had been increased thirty-five per cent;
19* T rginia School Heport 1871, p* 150
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that of the negro, fifty-four per cent* It seems as though
the negroes in this county were taking greater advantage of
their educational opportunities as seventy-eight per cent were
enrolled in the schools as compared to seventy-three per cent
for whites* The cost of education had increased one hundred
thirteen per cent*
Prior to the General Assembly of 1870, the schools
were under the control of commissioners and after the Public
School Act, of 1S7G they were placed under boards of education
and a county superintendent* The county superintendent had
SO
general supervision of the county* It was his duty to visit 
the schools, question the pupils on subject matter, to meet - 
with the school board, and to hold examinations to determine 
the fitness of persons for teaching positions*
Br* Archibald T* Oralle was the first division superin­
tendent of Lancaster County under the law of 1870* At various 
times he commented on the reaction of the people of Lancaster
County concerning their attitude towards education* In 1871,
21
he felt that the people were not ready for free education*
However, by 1873, he stated in his report that the people had
22
eecsed to regard the law as an "odius innovation*n
In 1905, the superintendent of Public Instruction 
urged the establishment of a system of "district high schools"*
21. Virginia School Report 1871, p* 150 
22* Ibid* 1873, p* 28
is
His Idea was "to require every board of school trustees to estab­
lish la each school or magisterial district, one thoroughly 
equipped school for white children, to b© known as the fDistrict 
High Schoolf, in which the higher branches should be taught by 
competent masters and which should be free to all children in 
the district, under the regulations prescribed by the trustees, 
and approwd by the school superintendent and the county school 
board* Be proposed that each county school board should author­
ise the establishment of one county high school at some convenient 
place ia the county, which should be free to those pupils who had 
passed the requisite examination in the district high school
25
and who could enter the regular classes in the county high schools*" 
After the Act of the Assembly in 1906 providing for the 
establishment of high schools, every community strove to have a 
high school located within its own bounds* little thought was 
given to the most desirable location in so far as meeting the 
future educational demands was concerned. As a result six 
high schools were established in the county in the period be­
tween 1907 and 1928*
The peo le in Lancaster County were vitally inter­
ested in education as has been shown by the wide spread academy 
movement# Further evidence of interest in public education
Vi
was shown In 1909 by a levy in the county of a twenty-five
cent tax on the hundred dollars and by the same ©mount in
\
each district* This was the maximum that could be laid in
24
local levies. Liberal contributions by private citizens for 
237'Acts' of the'J Assembly.
24* The Virginia Journal of Education. ¥ol* 2, No. 9 (June 1909}
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the building of schools in certain localities Is ©till further 
evidence of the interest in education#
Lancaster Court House , in White Chapel District ,, was 
the first to grasp the opportunity for a high school* This 
school began in 1906-*07# In 1920, the school was moved to a 
new #8,000 building, hut wQs discontinued, in 1928, by consol­
idation with the high school at Lively* "hite Stone, In 1908, 
in White Stone District, was the second, high school in the 
county to be organised* Irvington High School in 1909, in 
White Stone District, was opened but it, too, fell the victim 
of consolidation at White Stone in 1928* Kilmarnock, another 
high school in White Stone District, was started in 1910.
High Schools were opened at Ottoman and at iitwaXtoa hut were 
consolidated In the Lively School in 1938* Thus* after bitter 
controversy over consolidation, some communities were deprived 
of local high schools*
17
Summary
The people of Lancaster Comity were educationally 
minted from colonial days. Education was limited, however, 
to the wealthy classes * Buying the middle of the nineteenth 
century the academy movement was begun and continued until 
the passage of the high school act of 1306.
little opportunity for education was available for 
the poor ant the negroes until the Public School Act of 1870* 
The first free schools were poorly equipped ant 
for the most part one-room buildings* The tern m s  short 
ant the enrollment small.
By 19B1 many changes were evident* Consolidation 
hat taken place in the white schools. The school term hat 
been lengthened to nine months ant the enrollment was vastly 
better*
l a
CHAPTER XXX
THE BEVELO FMEBT OF EDUCATION IB 
LANCASTER COUKTY 1930-1940
Tiie purpose of this chapter is to give a picture of 
the educational system of Lancaster County; the wealth of the 
county; and the revenue available for the schools and other 
governmental agencies♦ An effort will be made to compare this 
county with others to determine whether or not it is meeting 
its obligation in the education of its youth*
Physical Facilities
Buildings* - In 1928, a movement for consolidation was begun in
the county when the high school work was discontinued at Lltwalton,
Lancaster Court House, and Ottoman, and a consolidated school was
built at Lively* This was a brick building constructed at a cost
of $16,000* The cost was met by the school board borrowing
1
$12,000 from the Literary Fund; by contributions amounting to
#3,000 from the people of the community; and by a contribution
of the remaining §1,000 from Mrs* Alfred Dupont, a native of the
county* This building proved inadequate for the educational
needs of the several communities and the school board found it
necessary to make repairs and additions to this building several 
2
times# In 1930, the Kilmarnock High School was closed as a pub­
lic high school by an act of the Lancaster County School Board*
R e p < ^ *
Lancaster County. 1928» Uanublishe’d""Materia1!
2* A statement to the author by W. S* Brent, Superintendent of 
Lancaster County Schools
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It was the intention of the school hoard to care for the pupils
at the White Stone Hi;:h School. However* the people of Kilmarnock
refused to send their children to White Stone and operated the
school at Kilmarnock as a private school until 1934# At that
time the school hoard again assumed control of Kilmarnock as a
public high school*
In 1940* the school hoard authorised the sale of bonds
amounting to $35,000* which was to be supplemented by W.P.A#
funds* for the construction of a modern brick building for the
Kilmarnock High School* This building, when completed* will re-
3
present an investment of #62*500. With the completion of this 
buildin ie the fall of 1941* all of the white high schools in 
the county will be housed in brick buildings. Only the new build­
ing will have inside toilets# However, there'is some agitation 
in the communities of White Stone and Lively to have the school 
hoard provide sanitation for these two buildings*
TABLE III
total i m m m  of schools in Lancaster couhtt for the
PERIOD 1930-19404
One-Room Two-Roo Three-Room Other
Tear White Negro, White'1 'Negro White WScro White Negro Total
1930 1 5 1 6 3 1 3 2 22
1933. 0 5 2 4 1 2 4 1 19
1940 0 1 I 3 2 3 3 1 14
3. A Statement to the author by W* S. Brent* Superintendent of
Schools of Lancaster County
’4s. Brent* w» s.. Ajmual.Reg ort qf ftua&rlabeade *;,b.,p,IL JUutcaafci&r 
1930-1940, Unpublished Material
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la 1930, as Is seen from Table III, of the eight schools 
only one was a one-room school, which indicates consolidation*
This reference Is made to the white schools* In 1940, the total 
number of schools had been reduced to six; the one-room school 
had been discontinued; there was one two-room school; and two 
three-room schools; and three other schools, which were high 
schools, to which the greater proportion of students are trans­
ported by buses*
As for the negro schools, it is to be noted that in 
1930 there was a total of fourteen. Of this number five were 
one-room and six, two-room* By 1940, the one-room schools had
been reduced to one and the two-room schools to three* There
/
was a total number of eight schools rather than fourteen as 
in 1930* In addition to this consolidation movement, it is 
worthy of note that the value of school property had steadily 
increased* The following table is presented to show this increase.
TABLE IV
TOTAL YALUB OF SCHOOL PROPERTY IN LANCASTER COUNTY
FOR PERIOD 1930-1940°
Year
1930
1933
1940
White 
$ 60,350 
90,750 
160,000
Negro
19,150
29,750
56,000
Total 
$ 99,400
120,500
216,000
5. Brent, op*cit*
fifty per cent, and that of the negrot thirty-four per cent, 
a total increase of forty-ste per cent.
Bits Increase to the value of school property may be 
accounted for to the following ways: purchase of additional 
lands for schools already constructed and those to be con­
structed ; repairs to buildings; purchase of equipment and sup­
plies ; bulli tog and equipping two agriculture buildings and 
two bo me economies cottages (one of each being brick); toe 
construction of four negro school buildings, tores of which 
are brick* Of toes# negro schools built, one is a two-room 
frame building, toe other torse are brick, two with three 
rooms and an auditorium and one of four rooms and an audit­
orium.
to summarise briefly toe building program with toe 
completion of toe Kilmarnock High School, there are, for toe 
white: three high schools and three elementary schools, all 
of brick with toe exception of one elementary school which Is 
to be discontinued this year (1940); and for toe negro: on# 
frame high school building, four frame elementary, and three 
brick elementary buildings*
Lancaster has gone a long way in her building program 
of schools as is testified by the fact that In 1870 she had 
seventeen schools listed as: eight log, eight frame, and one 
brick*
Equipment. - School board member# and school officials recognize
as
ttm necessity of appropriate equipment in the acMweiumt of 
objectivea for ill© instructional program* Many additions .and 
changes la types of equipment have been Bad© la r a cant pears# 
la a great many instances the conventional desk has been re­
placed by th© table and chair* Maps, vletrolas, radios* our- 
tains* moving picture projectors* ar© to be Mated as other 
equipment added* The library has been given special attention*
111 of the schools are urged to purchase as many boohs as poss­
ible yearly* the shop buildings contain many types of electri­
cal machinery as well as hand operated tools* Hem© economics 
cottages are furnished in quite good taste with modern* durable* 
but attractive furniture and are complete with modern conveniences* 
two of the white schools in the county offer eoaumereial 
wort:* One of these schools owns nineteen typewriters and the 
other ten*
Probably the greatest improvement in equipment is to 
be noted In the libraries* the table below will show this growth#
TABU ¥
OTKBBK OF TOUME3 IS POTXIC SGHfiOl IISEASXSS 
IS IAHCA8TSB COHHTT*
Tear- White Hegro Total
1930 3*500 500 4*000
1935 5*100 1*350 6,350
1940 6*389 8*599 8*984
In addition to the boohs to be found In their own lib­
raries* the schools have access to the Regional library at Tappa- 
bannock* This library is a project of the federal government
6* Brent* op oit*
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established in coordination with ton local school boards of the 
comities in this area* Boohs are brought and called for each month 
and the number of boohs a school may get defends u on the uise of 
the school* Bach of the high schools gets about seventy-five 
boohs per month through this medium. This regional library now 
has approximately SO,000 volumes t and should the project be dis­
continued the boohs will become the property of the local schools. 
Transportation. - When the first high schools began In the 
county, private individuals furnished transportation for their 
children. In some oases individuals furnished transportation 
facilities for the children of their neighborhood for a nominal 
charge, and in other cases parents arranged among themselves for 
the transportation of their children# One child provided the 
means one day; another, the next* and so on* The first trans­
portation system was horse-drawn* Boarding of children in 
communities where the high schools were located was a common 
occurrence*
Table ¥X has been prepared to show the number of 
buses operated from 1930 to 1940, the number of children trrns- 
ported and the cost of this transportation during the same 
period of time.
TABLE VI
TRANSPORTATION, ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL PDPILS
IN LANCASTER COUNTY7
- Number of Buses Number Transported
Tear White Negro White Ne«ro Cost
1930 12 0 423 0 4 A,475. 00
1936 12 0 793 0 6,371.00
1940 11 2 610 175 8,776.00
Prior to 1930* the elementary eiiildrea were required 
to tear a part of th© expease of transportation. In 1931 * free 
transportation was furnished for elementary students* It was 
not until 1937* however* that free transportation was siren 
to high school pupils* Prior to this time each student paid 
twenty-five cents per week for transportation*
The negroes had to provide their own transportation 
until the session of 1936-1937 at which time the county put on 
two buses* It was essential that negroes be provided with trans­
portation* especially the high school students* since the one 
negro high school is located at the extreme end of the county* 
Then* top* much consolidation has taken place within the 
elementary schools which necessitate transportation facilities*
In the year t_at free transportation was given the negroes* 
their high school enrollment increased from eighty^four to 
one hundred six* indicating that a great many children had 
been deprived of high school work because of thei,r inability 
to get to school*
?* Brent* op* eit* <w
Because of the capital outlay Involved the school 
hoard has not approved th© idea of owning and operating its 
own buses but prefers to contract with private individuals 
for the transportation of children. There are only two county 
owned buses* one for th© white and one for the negro children* 
School Grounds. - Seemingly* much pride is taken by the patrons 
in the communities where schools are located to see that the 
grounds ©r© beautified and kept in a good state of repair. 
Almost without exception, the appearance of the schools has 
been improved by the planting of shrubs and flowers* and in 
one case a hedge* It is * therefore, with a great deal of 
enthusiasm that the people of the county show their schools to 
foutsiders* as evidence of th© up-to-dateness of the county* s 
school system*
Teaching Staff
Certification of Teachers* - The State Board of Education sets 
forth ceitain requirements which must be met before a teacher 
may be employed in the State of Virginia* Needless to say 
the local board secs that these requirements are fulfilled be­
fore teachers are hired* The latest et;te requirement is that 
after 1942 all beginning teachers must hold a degree from a 
standard college*
The new requirements for teachers hav© been directly 
reflected in the teaching profession in Lancaster County*
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Previously girls had attended college or normal school for one 
year then returned to their home communities to make teaching 
their profession# teachers are required to attend summer 
school at regular intervals* The old method of renewing certi- 
by the State Beading Course is almost a thing of the past* 
teaching practices have b^en greatly improved by those teachers 
attending summer school* and in a number of cases teachers have 
been stimulated to obtain degrees*
TABLE VT1
PROFESSIONAL CIRTIFXCAYFS HELD BY TEACHERS IB 
LABCASTBB COUNTY SCHOOLS 1930-1940®
College Normal
late^Pro- College Prof-
feasional iate essional Others
Year W* N. Total W* If. Total W* B* Total Wl ST Total
1930 3 1 4 4 0 4 11 4 15 16 28 44
1936 15 7 ZZ 5 2 7 14 9 23 i 8 9
1940 23 7 30 0 0 Q 14 14 m 0 3 3
W^Whlte
N-Negro
From Table ¥11, It is to be seen that the certificates 
of teachers have been greatly improved during the period from 
1930 to 1940* In 1930* the majority of white teachers held 
Normal Professional or some other type of certificate* usually 
in the jbrm of Special Certificate* The picture of the negro 
teachers was vastly worse* The majority held some form of per­
mit* By 1940, the white teachers held either Collegiate Pro­
fessional or Normal Professional Certificates, the majority 
_ ST^Brent^ op* ' 'cli* ^ '"ri.
Z*I
being Collegiate Professional* Th© negro teachers, too* had 
improved their status# Most of them held Normal Professional 
and Collegiate Professional Certificates*
Today* all of the high school teachers hold degrees* 
and the white principals have done worh leading to a master’s 
degree*
Teacher Turn-over. - The rapid turn-over of teachers, together 
with the number of inexperienced teachers employed* constitutes 
one of the greatest administrative proplems in the county* This 
may be accounted for in a number of ways* namely: Married teachers
are not employed* with the exception of the negro teachers; 
salaries ere low and after a few years of experience teachers 
move into a better paying system* This leaves* for the greater 
part* teachers of little experience* Table VIII has been pre­
pared to give a vivid picture of the teaching experience of 
teachers*
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TABLE rail
KU2BER OF YEARS EXPERIENCE OF TEACHEHS IK LANCASTER COUNTY,
1930-1940®
He M o r e  T h a n
T e a r  E x p e r i e n c e O n e  Y e a r T w o Y e a r s T h r e e  Y e a r s T t r e e  Y e a r s
' - *W*- N* fU B* W* If',f #. W* H* W* H.
1930 5 0 5 3 6 3 4 3 16 19
1931 4 4 4 0 4 0 3 1 19 24
1932 2 Z 5 8 3 1 2 0 20 19
1933 1 X 4 3 5 4 3 1 19 19
1934 £ £ 4 2 8 3 3 3 22 IB
1935 5 5 1 a 4 ^ 1 5 a 20 16
1930 ■4 8 5 3 1 0 4 i 21 18
1937 5 a 2 4 4 2 2 0 22 18
1938 £ 1 5 a 4 4 5 1 20 17
1939 3 3 a 0 3 8 3 3 22 18
1940 6 1 4 i 2 0 6 8 19: 19
An analysis ot this table shows that eleven and two 
tenths per cent of teachers, have no experience* ten and nine 
tenths per cent have one year of experience* forty one per 
cent of the teachers have three years or less of teaching 
experience* Bight and three tenths per cent of the negro 
teachers have no experience and eight and three tenths per 
cent have one year* Thirty per cent of the negro teachers 
have three years or less experience* For the system as a whole*
9*"'Brent* op*' "cit*
both the white a ad the negro, sixty five per cent of the teach­
ers are experienced: that is, have taught more than three years* 
During the depression years fewer new teachers were 
brought into the system than at other times* As employment 
conditions improved, the number of new teachers increased which 
is attributed to the fact that the experienced teachers left the
county for more lucrative positions* According to Superintendent 
10
Brent, the turn-over of teachers for the session 1941-1942 will 
he large*
School Census Data
Enrollment* - The following table presents a concrete example 
of what has happened to the enrollment in Lancaster County from 
1930 to 1940*
10* A statement to the author by W* S* Brent Superintendent 
of Lancaster County Schools
TABLE TX
ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 
IS LANCASTER COUNTY FE0K 1930 to X94011
Tear Elementary 
White ' 'Segro
High 
White Wegro Total
1930 837 885 239
*
74 2035
1931 884 856 142 70 2003
1932 915 913 154 65 2047
1933 921 982 172 76 2151
1934 907 943 198 S3 2131
1935 898 881 295* 84 2158
1938 859 a n 303 106* 2079
1937 819 780 318 117 2034
1938 762 725 312 121 1920
1939 720 687 302 116 1825
1940 689 647 316 121 1775
The total enrollment of pupils, both white and negro, 
in 1930, was 2,035 and, in 1940, 1775. It will be noted that
11* Brent« W* S« » Annual Heporfc of Superintendent of Schoois of 
li^cas€errT"6ic^ ¥y> Wm&Iishe^ Materi'aTr"^ n^T^ "'
* The fact that Kilmarnock was run as a private school from 
1931 to 1935 no doubt accounts for the small enrollment of 
the high school during those years* Free transportation 
which was given for the f irst time accounts for the increased 
negro high school enrollment in that year*
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th© enrollment £0 1940 was smaller than that la 1930 by two 
hundred fifty-seven, a decrease offourteen per cent *
The high school enrollment has shown an increase In 
the same period of twenty-five per cent and thirty-nine per 
cent for the white and negroes respectively while the elementary 
enrollment has deceased by eighteen per cent for the white and 
twenty-seven per cent for the negro* This condition is not con­
fined to Lancaster County but is nation wide* However, the de­
crease in enrollment is greater in Lancaster County than in the 
United States as a whole* School authorities should Investigate 
to see if this decre* se is due to the holding power of the school 
or some influence over which the school has no control* As has 
been stated, the high school enrollment ha© shown a small 
Increase from year to year* but the total high school enrollment 
will ultimately remain stable as elementary enrollments decline 
and promotions approximates one hundred per cent* The only way 
that it can be Increased is to offer more attractive courses to 
hold those who drop out of school* The decreasing elementary 
enrollment has necessitated wide spread consolidation measures 
in the elementary schools* Before many years the same factor 
will force high school consolidation*
It will be noted that the enrollment in the elementary 
grades for the negroes was about ©<ptal or exceeded slightly 
that of the white enrollment until 1935 after which time the 
white schools took the lead and have not been surpassed since*
The peaK of the errollment was in 1935 when there were 2,158
32
students enrolled* From that time until 1940 the enrollment 
decreased by 383* The greatest loss in aay given year was in 
1939 witn nine per cent loss over the previous year’s enrollment.
m sis x
m m i m s m ,  attendance, m s  per cent of attendance
________ IB LANCASTER CQT7MT FROM 1930 - 1940 x<*______
Average Daily Per Cent
Enrollment Attendance Attendance
Year TOu N. Total _ W h . ___N. Total Wh*~~~ H. ~"Total
1930 1076 959 £035 898 694 1592 83 73 78*0
1931 1005 998 8003 843 738 1681 83 74 78.5
1938 1069 9?8 804? 918 74? 1659 85, 7? 81.0
1933 1093 1058 8151 943 751 1694 86 71 78.5
1934 1X05 1086 £131 949 785 1734 65 78 81.5
1935 1193 965 8158 998 76 2 1760 83 80 61*5
1936 1168 917 8079 998 730 19 BB 85 83 84.0
195? 113? 89? 8034' 978 784 1702 86 81 83.5
1938 1074 846 1980 j 958 788 1690 89 85 87.0
1939 1088 803 1885 918 730 1648 90 93 91.5
1940 994 784 1775 885 7 £8 160? 93 91 92.0
WO. « White
B. Negro
From Table X it is seen that the peak of enrollment 
for the white children was reached in 1935 and has been grad­
ually decreasing to th© present time. The top for the negroes 
was reached in 1933 and its decrease has been very great to the
13. Brent, op# cit.
present* The increase in the average asily attendance for the
negroes was greater* since the gain was from seventy-three per 
cent in 1930 to ninety-one per cent in 1940*
1930 to the present time* the percentage of average daily at­
tendance is vastly tetter* With an enrollment of two hundred 
and sixty more in 1930 than in 1940* the average daily attend­
ance was actually greater fcy fifteen in 1940 than 1930.
The aMiity of the school to hold its personnel is 
shown hy the comparison of pupils entering the first grade and 
the per cent graduating from high school* This comparison has 
been made in Tahle XT*
TABLE XL
A COMPARISON Of POTXLS ENTERING TEE FIRST CRAPE ANB 
OHAPUATES Of SICS SCHOOLS IN LANCASTER COPNTf
1930-1940-
'~"'irMrst”^ iide" ‘ Graduates " ~ Echo^^TStScpE 1'<£m^Mlo5
fear TsfhiSe isfegro . White'™ imite Negro
1930 147 £64 41 IS £7*9 4*9
1031 135 898 ££* 10 14* a 3*5
1.953 103 £94 £6 n 14*0 3*8
1933 173 389 51 9 17*7 a* 7
1934 170 320 33* 15 18*7 4*7
1933 171 £69 50 xa £9* a 4*6
1933 134 £16 57 18 37*0 8.2
1039 157 £31 58 15 38*9 0*6
1930 116 197 60 £0 51*7 10*1
1939 81 ££5 60 a? 74*9 14*0
1940 107 109 60 £9 56*0 17.1
♦Kilmarnock operated as a private school
13* Brent* ep*eit*
From IMs table it is seen that tine umber of pupils 
entering the first grade baa been decreasing while the number 
of graduates baa been increasing* If looted as though the high 
point of the white graduates has been reached unless the holding 
power of the high school can be Increased* While these data are
encouraging because a larger per cent graduate from high school,
\
it is nevertheless true that the per cent graduating is less than 
for the nation* The school system should ascertain what happens 
to the forty-four per cent of the white students and the eighty-* 
three per cent of the negro students who do not graduate* 
Retardation* To clarify our thinking as to retardation this ex­
planation is given, as the author will refer to retardation 
often* Retardation may refer to a condition of being over age 
in comparison with other pupils in the grade* ft may be caused 
by late entrance or failure* A student is usually not considered 
retarded unless he is two years older than the average for his 
group* Retardation in this study refers, however, to the students 
who are held In the grade a second year because of failure to'meet 
standards of promotion to the next grade*
Probably one of the darkest phases of the educational 
system In Lancaster County in 1930 was that of retardation* This 
was not the case of this county alone but that of the state as 
a whole, as is proved by studies made by the rural elementary 
supervisors* In 1936* the supervisors, in cooperation with the 
State Board of Education, set out to rectify this problem* Studies
35*
lit
eight school aivisionsin Virginia is 1937-1938 showed that 
4,238 pupils failed that year in the three grades* Fifty-six 
per cent of them failed arithmetic; forty-nine per cent, lang­
uage; forty-cine per cent, geography; and fifty-two per cent* 
history* Sixty-six per eect of those who failed in the seventh
grade were retained because they were not ready for high school* 
These studies showed, too, that children did not make greater
progress after retardation and that they often dropped out of
✓
school*
TABLE XIX
NBMBEH OF WHITE FBFILS RETARDED 1S 
IN LANCASTER COTOfflT* 1930 - 1940
.........4. k t Grades
Tear s f 2 ’ 3' ! 4 5 6 £ a 4 "''9 t io ll
1930 21 ! 21 28 12 20 6 10 24 10 : XX ; 1
1931 34 t 11 16 13 26 * 18 c 7 I 2 7 3 0
1932 38 ' 13 * 21 22 31 1 18 9 10 9 4 0
1933 55 18 21 13 23 4 2 7 9 4 0
1934 42 9 6 1 5 2 2 1 6 4
f
2 0
1935 46 12 5 4 , -2 2 1
t ' “ . 
1 10 5
i
4 11MI
1936 36 » 19 10 12 4 1 2 14 4
r 'um *
I 2 0
1937 20 3 10 10 1 5 3 12 5
i
! 4 5
1938 2
!
! 2 2 0 . .z._ _ 4 0
■
S » 4 i 8 • 3
1939 2 1 2 2 0 2 4 0 8 4
♦ ;
f 9 ‘ 3
1940 5 ? 4 7 I 2 I 3 0 1
j - . .
J 4 9 5 .! 0
14* Brent, W* S*, A Study of Education In Northumberland
County 1950—19391" College of William': ajj^ fiaCT* Williams- 
burg, Virginia, Unpublished Master’s Thesis, p* 41-2 
15* Brent, W. S., Annual Report Superintendent of Schools of 
Lancaster 0ounty« 1930-1940. Unpublished' Material rnr' ~T
mm m m  of m a m  s T m m m  betaedw
16
m  M m & s t m  coxmrr, 1030 - 2040
Tear' a 3 4 0 7 8 20 ill
174 213 96 104 79 41 ! BO 0 I 0
36 24 26 15 28 a * 4 z
221 37; 43 46 28 1 28 U L 0
1933: 108: 42! 38: 17 i 18 I 16 6 3 I
: * ! 1 j
1934 96 40 : 36 16 ,.1S m*4*
5 * '
7 L 1 i 0 0 jo•r*»
59 261 38 27 16 6 0 0 0
19361 46i 24! 30? 29 8 0 0
2937 : 49 29] 191 12 ! 26 6 3 i 0 0- 0
2936* 44 17 Ilf 6 0 0 f 0
2959 20 22 9 21 I
1940 _ 19 S 10 a 4 2 i 3
16. Brent, op, eit.
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In this study of retardation it will he seen that 
much has been done in Lancaster County to eliminate the failure 
of students# It will be further noted that the greatest 
advancement has been mad© in the elementary work# However* 
secondary work is fast following this movement in reducing the 
number of pupils retarded* With the exception of 1930, the 
relative number of retardations for the high school has been 
smaller proportionally until 1938 at which time the high school 
surpassed the elementary*
For the white schools retardation reached the peak 
in 1932 when sixteen per cent of the elementary students were
f
retained or* 154 students of an enrollment. Retardation in 
the first grade was great Cas will be noted from fable XII) 
until 1937-1938 when the administration and teachers adopted 
the policy of promotion if any growth had been evident* provided 
sufficient effort had been put forth by the student. The great 
number of retardations prior to this time may be accounted for 
by the fact that students were promoted if they could read 
and retained If they could not* The same was true with the 
second grade* Retardation of the grade children has dropped from 
sixteen per cent* in 1930* to less than two per cent* in 1940*
The greatest per cent of retardations took place in 
the high schools in 1930 when forty six were retarded which 
was seventeen per cent of those enrolled in high school. A 
drastic reduction was evident the next year with eight per cent 
It was not until 1938f that the retardation of the grades
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became leas than that of the high school and from that date to 
th© present th© failures in th© high school have exceeded that 
of :-$&9 grades*
In 1938 the principals of tidewater Virginia at a 
conference at William and Mary College made a study of fall** 
tires and went on record as favoring one hundred per cent 
promotions* Although Lancaster County has not adopted this 
policy in full* it has bean moving la this direction during 
the past eleven years*
H&forrlng to Table XII again* it is evident that re­
tardation is low in the fifth* the sixth* and the., seventh grades* 
a big increase occurs in the eighth grad© and then levels out 
until the eleventh grade with practically no failures* This 
is accounted for by the fact that a gradual process of elimi­
nation goes on prior to the eleventh grade* This Is true for 
both the white and the negro schools*
It may be seem that the retardation for th© negroes 
was especially high during the period from 1930 to 1934 in­
clusive* A gradual reduction has taken place to the present 
time, althoughfit is still too high* Retardation of the 
children in the grades has been a great deal higher for the 
negroes than for th© whites* However* It Is interesting to 
not© that the retardation of the high school has been much 
larger for the whites than the negro©*
mTABLE XIV 
cmf Of P0P3XS EEfAXKIB IE LABO&STM 
CCUHTT SCHOOLS, 1930 - 19401?
fear
White
Elementary School High School
Be&ro 
Elementary School High School
1959 14*3 19*3 70*8 9*4
1935 8* 0 0*7 18*0 8*3
1940 1*7 7*6 10*1 1*8
f Ms table is Interesting from several standpoints, 
namely: a decrease is shown In ml©tsenbary whit© retentions
of twelve and eight tenths per cent, in ndgro, sixty and seven 
tenths per cent; in high school, white, m decrease of eleven 
and six tenths per cent, and in negro, seven end six tenths per 
cent* If retardation were the sign of weakness in a school 
eye tea, the negroes were at a low level In 1930*
In 1930 written examinations were given in grades 
three to seven inclusive end children were required to make 
a grade of 75 per cent on English end arithmetic in order to 
be passed on to the next grade* In 1935, final examinations 
were abolished in the elementary grades* The method of grading 
was changed from the traditional grades of a, B, ©to* to m two 
step scale of satisfactory end unsatisfactory* Citizenship grades, 
unknown in 1939, today constitute one of the most important
17* Brent, op* ©it*
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phrases of the pupils report* Those grades consist of re­
porting on the progress of the student along the following 
linos: initiative, ex: operation, respect lor the rights of
others, attitude towards work, teacher-pupil relationship, 
etc* Bather than report in;, the progress of pupils monthly, 
six week periods are used*
U .andnations are still given in the high school* 
However, less stress is placed u*on promotion of pupils on 
the basis of examinations rs in the past* Much more effort 
has been oe.de toward leating the individual need of the 
pupils in the elementary work than in the high school* For­
mal instruction to a large extent is still found in high school 
worki Bsterdation in high school may be partially explained 
by the fact thatpupils have little choice of subjects and 
are unsuited* Much wider c oice of subject matter is given 
today than in 1930* The negro school offers agriculture 
and shop for the boys; one of the White schools offers home 
economics, agriculture, shop, end commercial work; another, 
agriculture, home economics, and shop; the third, commercial* 
Pupil Withdrawal * - /mother major problem of the educational 
system in Lancaster County and one closely allied to retard­
ation is that of pupil withdrawal. As with retardation, the 
greatest number of pupil withdrawals is to be found in the 
negro schools* The number of pupil withdrawals is highest 
for both the white and ne; roes in the first grade* It will,
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also* Be remembered that the per cent of retardation was the 
highest for this grade*
’The causes of withdrawal from school are numerous* 
Failing in school work results in loss of interest; for econo­
mic reasons, children may go to work Because parents are unable 
to properly feed and clothe them; sickness; failure of the 
schools to meet the needs of the students; lack of encouragement 
at home; and the desire to earn money* To this list should he 
added poor guidance programs in the schools*
TABLE X7
NUMBER OF WHITE PUPILS WHO WITHDREW FROM LANCASTER 
COUNTY SCHOOLS AND GRADE STATUS AT TIME OF WITHDRAWAL 
FOR THE PERIOD* 1930~1939X8
Tear 1 a 3 5 e 7 8 9 10 r 11
mm 48 21 18 10 j SO 10 11 16 3 6 1
1931 88 24 15 8 7 e 8 4 4 : 0 1
1938 26 8 8 11 * ■. * . 10 4 5: 1 4 0
1933 SI 9 14 8 9 8 8 6 1 \ 1 0
1934 i 18 8 9 8 15
\
7 5 a 1 1
1935 SI 4 ! 9 9 5 10 9 10 iQ 4 0
1938 19 13 5 9 10 7 11 14 6 a a
193? S3 9 7 6 10 7 11 14 S a 2
1938 7 2 E 3 5 4 3 10 3 3 1
18* Brent, op* cit*
m?miM m i  
m m m  m  wmm m m s  mo m w m m  m m  imoASfm
OOW&I S0EO0XS A m  BBMM ST&WB AT THE TIME OF VXU**
mmm* mm Tm wmmm s
61nutei j
*>
. 4& 4 f 6 -r-JSL a 9 10 _llj
1930 , 34 7 5 11 3 7 a 6 : 2 .. .,1 . 1
1951 46 16 ( 12 19 17 12 10 : z 1 5 4
1933 28 ! 15 a 16 ■ , 7 10 . 4 i b ;; B \ 3 1
1933 :. 69 31 26 21 20 22 : 14 5 1 B 1; 1
1934 5S 20 20 20 21 13 7 6 1 0 0
m m 72 14 20 14 IB 10 a 6 4 0 1 :
1936 46 14 20 15 1# 16 10 5 3 1 1 1
103f 32 14 20 14 12 I<^ a % 4 0 *4
1938 . 27 14 12 0 4: 2 6 S* 2 ; 1: a!
Ttxm the table on withdrawals ft is seen that a decided 
downward trend took place in  1938 For both the white and negro* 
fbla may be ettritmted to the Fact, that for this fear the promo­
tions were higher than at any other time*
19* Brant* op* oft
mTABLE XVII
PER CENT OF WHITE ABB N1GE0 FOPILS WITHDRAWING 
FROM LANCASTER COHNTT PUBLIC SCH0QL3r i930-193S20
White • Hegro
Tear Elementary High School Elementary"" ,r 1
1930 17*7 11*3 s.? 13*5
1934 7.5 4*6 15*B 0*5
1936* 3*6 5.4 10*0 6*6
* The annual report of superintendents does not show the number 
of drop-outs after 1938*
High School Graduates> Data for pupils graduating from high
school is presented in Table XVTII*
TABLE XVTII
total m m m  m  graduates ih^lamoastse
CQOTTT 193Q-1940EI
Tear Enrollment Graduates Per Gent
WElieTT.le&ro White Negro While Negro
1930 359 74 41 13 16*7 17*5
1931 143 70 23 15 15.5 21*4
S 932 134 05 26 11 16*8 16.9
1933 172 70 31 11 18*0 14.4
1934 190 Of 33 15 10*9 18*0
1935 395 84 49 12 10*6 14*3
1936 303 106 57 18 18*8 17.0
193? 310 117 50 v. 15 18.2 12*9
1938 312 121 60 20 19*2 16.5
1939 302 116 87 27 28.8 23.3
1940 318 121 60 29 18.8 23.9
ZOm Brent,op* elt. 
31. Brent, op-cit.
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During the eleven year period from 1930 to 1940 inclu­
sive tto number of graduates for coth the white and the negro 
schools was more than doubled* As win be seen from Table WfZtX* 
the number of white graduates dropped in the years fbom 1931 to 
1934, This was due to the Kilmarnock school being run as a pri­
vate school during those four years*
Follow-up studies of the graduates of the high schools
/
of Lancaster County have not been made in all of the schools* 
However, such a study was made of the graduates of White Stone 
from 1930 to 1940i An analysis of the results shows: that of
the total number of students graduating from the White Stone 
High School, twenty-six and six tenths per cent then attended 
institutions of higher learning. Those institutions of higher 
learning included not only colleges, but also business, nursing, 
and vocational schools* However, of the graduates of the White 
Btone High School during this stated period entering institutions 
of higher learning, only six and seven tenths per cent were grad­
uated* While specific data is not available for all of the high 
school graduates of Lancaster County, it is felt that the grad­
uates of White Stone High School are representative of the group*
In order to obtain information concerning those students 
who attended institutions of higher learning a letter was sent to 
each institution requesting a record of the work of each student 
during the period of attendance in the institution* The letter 
which appears is a copy of that sent to each institution attended 
by a graduate.
mMm are making a survey of the graduates of this high 
school to ah effort to determine the success our graduates 
have made at institutions of higher learning*
We find that the following graduates from this school 
have^ attended or are now attending your school:
Same of student Address graduated
JTohit Boa White Stone 193E
I would appreciate it if you would furnish me with the 
following information: If graduated, the scholastic stand**
lag, participation in student activities, general morale 
of student* If not graduated, the reason, financial, or 
otherwise*
Thanking you for this information, I am
<T* Booker, Jr., Frio* 
White Stone High School
Administration
The line and staff policy of administrative organi­
zation is followed in Lancaster County* The superintendent of 
schools is elected hy the county school hoard* The four mem-
hers of the school hoard are appointed hy the electoral board /
*. -for a term of four years* The electoral hoard is appointed hy >> 
the Judge* The Judge is appointed hy the legislature, which is - 
in turn elected hy the people* The line of responsibility be­
tween people and school board is rather devious and indirect.
It is a situation which permits the needs of the schools to be 
Ignored for some time before public opinion can be effectively 
expressed through its power In elections. While the expressed 
opinion of the public concerning education could be ignored by 
this method of appointment, there is no accumulation of evi­
dence to show that this has been done in Lancaster County.
The major duties of the school board are? appointing 
teachers recommended by the superintendent! making out the 
school budget with the assistance of the superintendent; approv­
ing expenditures; awarding contracts for transportation; and 
locating and constructing new buildings. The general policies 
of the school system are formulated by the school board and 
superintendent at their monthly meeting.
The financial affairs of the county bare been handled 
in a very efficient manner. It has been the policy of the 
Board of Education to give an efficient school system within 
the limitation of money available to run the schools. The finan­
cial policy is demonstrated in the provisions for school build­
ings and reduction of the debt as shown In Table £UU
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T&B1M  T p t
SCHOOL INDEBTEDNESS AMIAMGUNT Of MONEY 
SPENT FOB HEW BUILDINGS IN LANCASTER 
1931 to 1940
Fotal Seliool Del>t Amount for New Buildings
1931 #33,304 # 344
1938 30,798 800
1933 14,398 300
1934 13,399 8,734
1933 10,199 11,396
1933 10,000 3,040
1937 8,399 4,000
1938 11,807 8,388
1939 17,134 7,833
1940 80,080 3,430
In 1930 the Board of Education decided to economize by- 
consolidation of high schools at White Stone and Lively, eliminat­
ing the high school at Kilmarnock. The elementary department was 
to be continued at Kilmarnock, however* The two high schools ex­
isting In the county would serve the needs of the population and 
at the same time give a more economical and efficient school sys­
tem* The policy was reversed in 1940 and a new building for the 
high school at Kilmarnock was authorised, which costs the county 
more money in interest and principal* the county is thus de­
prived of funds for improved equipment and instructional services*
38 Brent, op*cit.
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Community Relations
the communities of iancaster have been, and shill are, 
vastly interested in the welfare of the schools. When the schools 
were built in the county, without exception, the people of the 
communities gave financial support through personal contributions 
ranging as high as two hundred dollars# Entertainments, suppers, 
and the like were also used as sources for obtaining money. In 
some instances, more than a third of the cost of the building 
was borne by the ioealpeople in this manner.
Each community In which a school Is located has a 
Farent-feachers Association. Whose associations have met the 
requirements set forth by the Parent-Teaehers Association head­
quarters for a banner county, from year to year. Today the Parent- 
Teacher Association's chief Interest resolves Itself around health, 
caring for indigent children, beautification of the school grounds, 
sponsoring lunch rooms, and providing equipment* little interest 
has been shown by the patrons in the recent study groups advocated 
by the state department for considering Improvements in the qual­
ity of Instruction# They assume that it is their duty to help 
the school in financial matters, and the more tangible things, 
but It is not their duty to discuss community problems and their 
educational implications for the school.
The schools are the center of interest of the commun­
ities. Any function sponsored by the school, for the most part, 
is given the whole hearted support of the people, the vocational 
work at White Stone and the new building now in the process of
mcompletion at Ktlmarmoofc. are' the results of agitation of -the peo­
ple*
Mmcatlomal Program
Changes in Currleuluai Offerinn* the currieuliMi for both the ele­
mentary ate the seeetearjr school has nilmessed many changes since 
XfSO* At that tlma not only was the curriculum limited* but the ? 
worfc was m m t  formal# grading was rigid t aa may to sees from 
Tables H I  and HXX* and the retardablom was high* The affect of 
rebartetioi* on the attitudes of children was hardly eomsMerte*
In the first ant second grates .the three ant
spelling war# taught* To those four subjects* geography end long- 
mage were added in the third grate* the fourth saw the addition 
of history ate* the fifth* hygiene* All of these subjects were 
taught in the sixth ate seventh grades*
the State Board of S&ueatlon realised the Inadequacy 
of such a program ate set out to raster the situation In 1931 • 
Today* as a result of study on the part of administrators» teach­
ers* ate parents* under the direction of the State department, 
there is a curriculum baste on the children*# needs* With the 
assistance of the supervisors* the Virginia Core Currleulum is 
being Introduced in the schools of Lancaster County*
Chaises in Method. The change has necessarily been slow* Beal- 
Islmg the value of unit worfc over the old formal type* history 
ate geography were combined and made the basis of the first 
units* In If$0* the easiest method possible* one which required
mlittle or no initiative* was followed In both the grade* and 
m o  high school* this w©s the formal recitation type* ques­
tions end answers* ■ So many problems Is arithmetic were as* 
signed to work at hemm* TMs was true for all other work*
There was a definitely prescribed amount of work which eeeh 
student should master during the year*. Therefore, each day 
a certain amount of work htd to be done* Little individual 
initiative was to be found*
The first change In teaching procedure was the unit* 
This was a stepping atone whereby teachers were led to see the 
advantages of students working at their own rate of ability, 
on swathing which Interested them* As a result of the ele­
mentary supervisors* guidance! the superintendents the school 
principals participating In curriculum studies; teacher gtuLy 
groupss and mutatr school attendance of teachers, a more 
liberal educational program is followed* Pupils are encouraged 
to solve problems for themselves* The Revised Course of Study 
is used to a limited extent In the high schools, however* 
progress has been slow* Teachers have come to re .'IIso that 
environment* abilities and- the like determine to a large ex­
tent the type of work done by pupils* Teacher home visitations 
are used as a basis for planning pupil work*
The planning period* at which time pupils and teach­
ers plan cooperatively the type of work to be done* took the 
place of the Material assignment used by the teacher in 1930* 
Rather than separate subjects being taught, all are related to
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the center of Interest for the grade* Formal reading has been 
dropped .sine© it is felt that children learn to read better 
from a variety of reading material than from close adherence to 
one booh*. Art and music now constitute two important phases 
of the pupils work* The home economics and agriculture depart­
ments have been utilized by the grades in meeting special needs 
of children*
ghange la Curriculum* - The change in the high school curriculum 
toas act been as marked as that in ttoe grades*. In 1930, English, 
bistory, mathematics, a foreign language and beienoe were offered. 
As is evident, little choice of subject aatte'r was to be toad.
During the first two years of high school no choice was given*
•' -k: f ’
In the third and fourth years a pupil had the choice of taking
i" I
Latin, advanced mathematics or chemistry* Sjbcsuse of the small
?!
enrollments,, third and fourth year English a&d hi story were 
combined* This meant that" if a pupil failed either of these 
two subjects in his third year he could not graduate the follow­
ing year as both were required for graduation* This situation 
eacists to some ertent at present*
In 1930 White Stone added commercial work to its 
curriculum* This Included two years of typing* one year of 
shorthand, and one year of bookkeeping* Lively added home 
economies and shop in 1937* as did White Stone in 1940*
Kilmarnock offered commercial work to its students in 1930 and 
will doubtless add home economies and shop when the new build­
ing is opened for use*
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Even though additions to the curriculum have Bean 
added la the past few years* severe limitations are imposed 
by tiie small enrollment# This will continue and doubtless be­
come worse because of the decreasing school enrollment* The 
only hope is consolidation forcing itself on the schools*
Supervisory Program
Prior to 1930* the supervisory program of Lancaster 
County was similar to that found in the majority of the school 
systems. The first type of supervision in the county was pro­
vided by the superintendent* At different intervals he would 
visit the schools and question the children on their knowledge 
of subject matter to ascertain the progress being made* later 
teachers became the object of questions rather than the students# 
It was not with the idea of showing authority* but to have teach­
ers realize that instruction was the essential thing in a school, 
and that the superintendent was interested in keeping instruction 
at a high level* Following this it was the duty of the principals 
to supervise the elementary and the hi&h school instructional 
program* In 1929* a full time elementary supervisor was em­
ployed for the elementary schools of Lancaster County* The 
principals still have general supervision of the high school 
instructional program. The effectiveness of this* however* is 
limited by the heavy teaching load which is carried by the 
principals*
In 1930* the school boards of Lancaster and
Northumberland Counties employed a negro supervisor who has 
divided her time equally between the two counties In super­
vising the work of the elementary negro teachers.
The work of the supervisors at first was a difficult 
one# there was the feeling on the part of many of the teachers 
that the supervisor was chiefly Interested in finding their 
weakness and reporting it to the superintendent* Today this 
feeling has almost disappeared as the teachers have cqme to 
learn that the purpose of supervision is one of constructive 
criticism rather than of finding fault* Hew teachers brought 
into the system for the first time still have a little of this 
feeling*
The duty of the supervisors has been primarily to im­
prove instruction* Classroom observation, individual and group 
conferences, county study groups, and the development of pro­
fessional county libraries have all contributed to this program* 
The supervisors have worked with the principals for general 
school improvement* Working with the Parent-Teaehers Associations 
and different civic groups has also contributed to the success 
of the supervisory program*
The realization of the importance of the school in the 
community has been achieved to a large extent by the work of the 
superintendent and the supervisor* The development of a dynamic
philosophy of education has been one of the big objectives of the
supervisory program, for the growth of schools is in direct pro-
portioh to the development and understanding of such a philosophy*
m      immMmi m r n m   »ni ■ ■    mniHi n iinminMH.ni       mm..
25* Brent, W. S*, A Study of Education in Northumberland
1930-1939* Unpublished Mas t erf s The si s , William and Mary 
College, Williamsburg, Virginia, 1940, p* 22
Bevenue For Governmental Agencies
In any educational survey it is necessary to consider 
tiie amount of money available for school purposes* It is 
Intended to present such in this phrase of the study* The 
assessed valuation of property, the amount spent In the general 
operation of the county, and that for schools will he presented* 
A comparison will he drawn between the amount of money spent 
for schools and for other agencies to determine the effort be­
ing put forth to provide an adequate educational system* The 
data herein presented was procured from the treasurer’s office 
and the reports of the auditor of public accounts, Comparative 
Goat of Local Government 1940 to 1939;
Table m
ASSESSED VALUES OF PBOPERTI IM LAROASTEB OOUHff
Tear White ffegro . . Total
193Q $2,430,895 #468,933 #8,986,886
1932 2,247,053 488,963 2,935,810
1934 2,127,386 467,695 2,895,0?3
1930 2,520,200 440,64? 2,960,44?
1938 2,675,187 428,848 3,104,035
1940 2,716,458
'* * *  #
463,090 3,139,548
Beane, ArchIe,^Land 'Siumdl' BoolcS',r"Xl£^ ^^ Xi5^ 5o", o«ir,r
the Tressuerer of Lancaster County, Lancaster Court House,
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la 1939 the school board appealed to the hoard of 
supervisors for an increase ia school appropriation of .twenty** 
five casts* fM s  request was refused and a re-a 3seasment of real 
estate was made* Prior to this time,, property was valued at about 
thirty three and a third per cent of its actual value* Since 
the re-assessment this percentage has been raised to approximately 
forty* As a result of this re-assessment of real estate #335*000 
was added to the ta-Xa§>i© wealth of the county*
table XXX
FEE CAPITA ASSESSED VALVE OF PHOPBBT? SUBJECT 
TO LOCAL TAXATION AND NET PER CAPITA DEBT IE 
LANCASTER COUNT? COMPARE WITS VIRGINIA COUNTIES
1931-193925
Tear
Per Capita 
Wealth
Per Capita 
Net Debt
Ranh In Per 
Capita Wealth
Rank in Per 
Capita Debt
1931 #353 #S.87 70th lath
1935 319 1.15 74th 8th
1939 347 4*05 58 th 13th
From the above table it will be noted that Lancaster 
County^ per capita wealth decreased from 1931 to 1935 then
l E e ^ o f  Purchase and 
Printing* Richmond* Virginia* 1931-1939
mtook an upward turn in 1929* The same Is true of Its per 
capita debt. In the table a rank of one for debt means the 
least debt per capita of any county in the state* Xt will be 
noted that Lancaster Is a rather poor county in comparison 
with other counties* However, the per capita debt makes a most 
favorable comparison* In 1929, A r l i n g t o n  ranked first In per 
capita assessed values with #1,409* Its per capita debt was 
also first with One hundred forty nine dollars* Orayson 
County ranked last In per capita assessed values with one hun­
dred seventeen dollars* Highland County had no debt*
Tar Hate* For the past ten years Lancaster County has had a tax 
rate of one dollar and fifty cents* One dollar of this Is used 
for the schools and fifty cents, for general purposes* This 
levy is low as compared to other counties, and several times the 
question of raising the levy has been brought to the attention 
of the Board of Supervisors without any results* Some action, 
will be, of necessity, taken in the near future, for it will be 
impossible to finance the school system, since the recent build­
ing program, on a dollar, without sacrifice to instruction,
Hevenue For Schools
Revenue from the County* The following table has been prepared 
to .show the amount of money available for the schools from local 
sources*
mTABLE EXIT
wmmm mem local socbces fob schools ib
LANCASTER m m T I ,  i95O**1940 
Veaf  ....... Amount Rank
1930 #27,880*00 ■4m  mm
Jk. M  <&£. 32,193.42 85
1932 32,333.39 85
1933 34,348*55 84
1934 47,322*45 82
1935 43,648*66 82
1936 27,346*06 88
1937 31,159.98 88
1938 32,483.37 86
1939 37,942.84 82
1940 34,022*94
From this table it is seen that the amount of money 
available from local sources increased from 1930 to 1934* In 
1933, a sharp reduction took place in the amount of revenue, 
then gradually increased until 1939* In 1940, the amount of 
money available was almost #4,000 under that of 1939*
Table XXIXX is prepared to show the amount of money 
available for the schools of Lancaster County from the State 
of Virginia*
26. Beane, Archie, Land and Property Books. 1930*1940, Office of 
the Treasurer of the County, Lancaster Court House, Virginia
mTABLE XXXX1
REVENUE FOB SCHOOL PURPOSES AVAILABLE TO LANCASTER 
COUNTT FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA, 193Q-1940^7
Tear Amount Bank
1930 #27,177*09
imi 32,436.02 79
1932 32,960*25 77
1933 30,005*45 78
1934 25,770*97 77
1933 27,449*35 84
1933 28,015*37 81
1937 32,561*38 78
1938 33,714*35 75
1939 36,400*41 78
1940 34,621.05
The money received from the state increased from 1930 
to 1930, then decreased the next two years* From that time un~ 
til 1940, the amount received increased from year to year* Bur­
ins this eleven year period from 1930 to 1940 Lancaster Bounty 
ranked seveaty-f if th in the amount of money received from the 
state for the schools*
Tahle XXXV shows the amount of money spent on education 
and other governmental agencies in Lancaster Bounty and the com­
parison with Virginia*
27. Downs, L. McCarthy, Comparative Post of Bounty Government,
Report of Auditor of Public ^counts, MviiIo5'inof’"’purchase
and Printing, Richmond, Virginia
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TABLE XXXV
PEE CAPITA COST OP BOTOATIOH ABB OTHER 
GOVERMEHTAL AGEH0XBS IB LAEGASTER 
COOBTT mom 1931 to 1939***
Tear
Education 
Lancaster . Virginia
Other Governmental Agencies 
Eaaoaster ” Virginia
1931 # 6*60 f 0.66 # 2*95 | 2.83
1933 6*32 ’ 8*25 1*68 2*51
1933 5*65 7*23 1*46 2.29
1934 6*26 7*35 1*60 2*38
1935 naa 8*39 2.07 2.64
1936 6*34 8*64 1*93 3,79
193V 6*95 9*54 2*35 2*77
193S 7.60 9*70 6*08* 3.96
1939 0.17
**
12*37 3*72 4*93
m Increase this year due to capital outlay expenses {courthouse) 
**Capital outlay expenses, an expensive building program was 
under way during the fiscal year 1939, financed largely 
through loans from the Literary Fund.
Prom this table It will be seen that tiie cost of 
education in L* aeaster County is below that of tbs state as 
a whole* Like education, the cost of governmental agencies
for the county Is below that for Virginia* Expenditures for 
education and ot er governmental agencies reached the lowest 
level in 1933* This is accounted 2>r by the depression* From 
1933 to 1939 the cost of education in Lancaster County has 
increased thirty-one per cent and of governmental agencies
3 8 * Downs, op* cit*
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sixty-one per cent* The per capita cost of education has in­
creased from six dollars and sixty eight cents in 1931 to
\
eight dollars and seventeen cents in 1939 f or one dollar and 
forty-seven cents* This Is an increase of almost eighteen 
per cent* During the same length of time other governmental 
agencies had increased one dollar and sixty-seven cents or 
forty-five per cent* The relative increase in other govern­
mental agencies is much greater than in education* This in­
crease -in other governmental agencies can be accounted for 
to a large extent by the increased cost of the welfare de­
partment* There is too large a gap between the increase in 
amount of money spent for education and for other agencies 
of the government* The amount of money spent on governmental 
agencies is not too large* but the amount spent on education 
is too small*
Expenditure for Schools
Table XXV has been prepared to give a comprehensive 
picture of the way the school 'board spends its funds* Only 
those things for which the majority of the money is spent 
will be included in this table$ however* the total expenditures 
will be given#
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t a bl e xnr
EXPEHDITUHES FOB EBBOATIOB IB LAHCA3TEB
29
COUNTY mom 1930*1940
Total 
Haw Expend-
Year Administration Instruction Transportation Buildings itures
1930 # 1,853 # 34,647 # 4,475 # 724 # 651057
1931 1*624 41,250 5,817 544 64,639
1932 1,585 39,707 6,922 50O 06,302
1933 1,373 35,993 5,995 300 64,354
1934 1,548 35,127 0,132 3,733 73,101
1935 1,978 59,064 6,478 11,098 70,998
1936 1,762 37,807 6,130 3,640 56,161
1937 1,792 40,061 6,895 4,880 63,721
1938 JL. 42,472 7,704 3,367 69,572
1939 1^727 46 i777 8,776 7,533 76,623
1940 2,127 48,054 10,069 3,450 72,214
The data in this table show significant facts# The 
least amount of money spent was in 1930 with total expenditures 
of #33,037* The budget was twenty four per cent greater in 
1940 than 1930 showing an increase of #17,£67*00* The years 
1933 and 1936 showed a decrease In the amount of money spent
over other years* It was in 1933, the year the depression
39*' Went7"'wT's* 'Annual Beport of'r the'''8u^  'of •IT'-"f')',iru
Lancaster County* 1930*1940* Heathsvlile, Yirgiaia
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was most felt la the county, that tiie teachers contributed one- 
half month1& service without salary to enable the schools to 
run nine months*
Althon^* as has been stated previously, more money 
was spent In 1940 than 1930, the amount of expenditures does 
not run In a regular curve* In 1930 $55,057 was spent* It 
Increased to $66,302 In 1932* A drop of $1,948 occurred In 
1936* The expenditure of #73,100 in 1934 was much larger 
than In 1933* It will be remembered that it was during this 
year that Kilmarnock High School was taken back In the county’s 
system* A balance of #17,389 was carried forward in 1933*
Hew buildings at a cost of #11,698 account for the large ex­
penditure In 1938*
The largest share of the budget each year as this 
study shows is devoted to the salaries of teachers, principals, 
and supervisors* This also fluctuates due to the reduction 
in the number of teachers and the change in their salaries 
from time to time* The salaries of teachers were reduced in 
1935* They were raised a little in 1938* Another thing 
which causes the cost of instruction to change from year to 
year is the type of teachers employed* -Degree teachers were 
employed more during the last three years for grade work than 
previously and their yearly salaries are one hundred thirty- 
five dollars more than non-degree teachers*
The amount spent in transportation hes increased 
from u  ,475 to $10,069 an Increase of $5,594 or fifty fire
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and six tenths par cent# Cost of" transportation has increased 
more proportionally than any other item because of the increased 
number of buses as well as the quality of buses*
The cost of administration has remained almost the 
same, haring increased over the eleven year period two hundred 
seventy four dollars*
The amount spent for new building© has varied from 
three hundred to #11,698* Ihiring this eleven year period from 
1930 to 1940 #3,473 has been ©pent in libraries and #7*483.00 
worth of equipment has been added to the schools*
mSummary
fto school system of Lancaster County compares
favorably with that of similar counties la the state.
The white high schools are housed la trick buiia- 
tags as are the two graded schools* Of the eight negro 
schools* three are of brick. Free transportation is provided 
for hath the white and negro pupils* The equipment of the 
schools has kept pace with the increasing demands of modem 
education.
teachers* certificate requirements hare been 
raised yet teacher turn-over is great. This Is due to the 
small salaries and the practice of the school hoard of not 
employing married teachers*
The enrollment of both the white and the negro 
schools la decreasing. This deer ease in enrollment la due 
to the decrease in the number of children of elementary age.
The high school em^ollment has increased occasioned by the 
holding power of the high schools, the average daily attend­
ance of both the white and negro pupils is much improved 
over that of 1930.
BetsydatioB of pupils has become much less especially 
in the elementary department. This may be accounted for by 
the changed philosophy of toe teachers. Formal work has 
given way to informal based on child need. High school work 
continues to be rather formal. Pupil withdrawals have de­
creased proportionally to the number of pupils retained.
‘The number of graduates of the high schools has
* - • -■ f'
increased from year to year, although at the present time 
the peak seems to hairs been reached* Few graduates attend 
college and of that number only a small percentage graduate* 
ft has been the policy of the administration to 
administer the schools on m. high a level as possible on the 
limited amount of money available, A consolidation program 
has taken place in both the white and negro schools and at 
the same time the county's debt has been kept at a reasonable 
figure* 1he Parent~Teacher Associations have been of great 
value in giving support to the school a* financial and other- 
wise*
Much progress has been witnessed In the development 
of a broader educational program* Vocational work now 
constitutes an Integral part of the high school program in 
two of the white schools and the negro high school of the 
county* Commercial work is also offered in tvr© of the white 
schools* Kora stress is put upon individual initiative* 
teaching procedure is less formal than in previous years* A 
dynamic philosophy of education has been developed in the 
grades chiefly as a result of the supervisory program*
Lancaster County is a rather poor county in com** 
parison with other counties of the state, ranking seventieth 
in its per capita assessed value of property* ft ranks 
eighty-second in money spent for education and seventy-second 
in money spent for other governmental agencies* The in­
mdication seems to be that schools are of less importance 
than general governmental agencies* 1?he tms. levy la low 
In comparison to many other counties of the state* Should 
the people of the county agree to an increased levy, little 
trouble would be encountered im financing the educational 
program.
CHAPTER IV*
SOClO-ECOSOiHC COTOITIOBS IS LANCASTER COTOTT
a #  purpose of this chapter is to give a brief 
yet comprehensive pi oture of the economic ant social con­
ditions in Lancaster County* under discussion of economic 
conditions the following factors will he considered; location 
and size of the county,. transportation facilities* the 
communities* and the industries* the vital statistics nfcich 
will Include marriages, divorces, births and deaths* 
Illegitimacy and marital status; living conditions* religious 
Iife$ relief; and recreation will he treated under the soeio-
»
logical conditions* 1 knowledge and understanding of the 
social and economic conditions is essential in the develop­
ment of a sound educational program*
Location
Lancaster bounty is in the eastern part of Virginia, 
in that section known as the northern leek, which is composed 
of five counties. King George, Westmoreland, Richmond,
Hortfaomh erland, and Lancaster* It is hound on the east by 
the Chesapeake Bay, on the south by the Rappahannock River, 
on the west by Richmond County, and on the north by Northumber­
land County* It is accessible to Richmond, Washington, and 
Baltimore, doing about a two hour drive from the first and 
a three hour drive from the latter two*
m
state, comprising one hundred thirty square miles, or
a ores* It is twenty*f0ur miles long and varies in 
width from three to twelve miles#
Hie rivers, creeks, and bay furnished the principal 
means of transportation to distant points until recent years* 
This doubtless accounts for the aba©nee of railroads* Today 
water transportation Is used to some extent. However, in 
this section, m fine system of highways, both primary and 
secondary, is used almost exclusively in transportation# 
lard surfaced roads traverse almost every section of the 
county* the change of transportation from the water to the 
roads has brought many changes to the county. Industries 
have shifted their location from the water front to the high­
ways* Elver front property, except for simmer dwellers, has 
decreased in value, and that along the highway has increased# 
The good road system has encouraged tourists to come to the 
county which brings in agood deal of revenue# Consolidation 
of schools has been made possible and church attendance has 
improved*
Until 1938, due to the location of the county* this 
section was practically cut off from other sections of the 
state# tost of the transportation out of the Book was via
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Fredericksburg, which is at the head of the look, or by 
ferries* In either ease traveling was a long and tedious 
business* In 1928, the downing Bridge was built across the 
Rappahannock Elver* which put the county in direct 
communication with Richmond 01 ty* to 1940, a bridge was 
built across the Potomac Riys% which put the people of 
the county in close contact with Baltimore* there is a 
proposal to bridge the lower part of the fiappahannock River, 
which if completed will put the people of the county still 
closer to Richmond* Such facility would make the Hampton 
loads drea as accessible as Richmond City.
At one time Lancaster County was looked upon as 
a God-forsaken place* foday due to the road system, which 
makes the county convenient to the largest cities within a 
few hours, this is a moat desirable place in which to live* 
to a span of a few years, it has become a common occurrence 
to attend a moving picture in Richmond city and return home 
the same night* fwenty years ago it would have taken 
three days to have done so*
* A surrey of fire hundred white homes in Lancaster 
County showed seventy per cent of them owning automobiles*
A like surrey of three hundred eleven negro homes revealed 
thirty-six per cent owning automobiles*
1*;"^Ser,''"J»"ry*7~~Tto*r'r^j?veyr in Soclologyl
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Communities
Lancaster Gouaty is essentially fatal* fliers 
are no olties# sat only one taeofporated town* fhere are 
numerous email communities* some ©at whloh are no more than 
wide places in. the road in which are found, possibly, a 
store* a filling station* ant a few homes.
La noaster Court House is the county seat. Erom 
the map of the county it will he noted that the court house 
is located at a place most convenient to the people served* 
Here we find a well equipped court house* From a historical 
standpoint it is of great interest as it has one of the heat 
sets of records to he found in the Halted states* Its 
records* dating hack from 165S are intact* never having been 
burned or otherwise destroyed as is the case with court 
records In many counties*
Industries of Lancaster County
d rather brief yet oompreheneive study of the 
industries of Lancaster County will be discussed in the follow* 
tag pages* fhere are no large industries In the county* a 
survey includes the following; farming, tomato canning, 
oystering, fishing, menhaden fishing* and lumbering* 
Agriculture* Lancaster County Is primarily an agricultural 
section* with a total farm population of 4*601 of which 2*405,
7Z
%or fifty*two per cent are white * the absence of 
industrial plants is doubtless due to the fact that no 
railroads are to bo found in this section, the closest 
largo railroad center, Richmond City, being ninety 
miles away# Since there la no manufacturing, and since 
the topography is rather level, with the soil a sandy 
loam, easy to improve, and since there is plenty of rain
i
fail, the people naturally bum to tormlng* Bus to its 
location on the Rappahannock Hirer sued the Chesapeake Bey, 
the climate is tempered by the water which males it con* 
due Ire to the raising of early truck crops, such as: 
sweet com, string beans, RngXish peas,, strawberries,
Irish potatoes, watermelons and others, which find a 
ready market la toe local communities, and la Baltimore 
and Washington, B* e*
ihe staple crops are corn, wheat, and hay which 
are grown in large quant it lea* Slower, Xespe&essa, and soy* 
beans are, grown for hay* .In addition to being fed to lire 
stock, these crops are harvested for seed* All three are 
sold for seeding purposes* la addition to seeding purposes, 
soybeans are sold in large quantities for commercial uses, 
plastics and oil# The raising of sweet potatoes has been 
encouraged by building a cooperative potato house where
2 rr~ 1 5 5 Ite a  S’S a ie a  S ^ p a T a tlb n 'B u Ile t'in T T ^ iS O ; 5 4 'V ’  " '- - - - - - - - -
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potatoes are stored daring the winter months at a nominal 
cost* Haehiaery lor olesaiitg the potatoes has teen 
installed* throngh the effhrt of the cooperative,, good 
markets hare been provided and cheaper freight rates secured. 
Two other cooperative projects hare been started, a tomato 
factory and a farm machinery w a it , The former was unsuccess­
ful, the latter is proving to he a big benefit to the 
farmers of the county* The farm machinery salt has all kinds 
of machinery such as tractors, plows, disks, combines, drills 
and planters which are loaned to the farmers at a reasonable 
rate per day* It has made possible farming operations which 
otherwise would have been impossible*
Tomatoes are known as the *oaah crop1* for farmers*
There are about 1,000 acres grown yearly with a cash value
3of about #40,000* The early fruit is packed green in 
crates and shipped to northern markets* The late fruit is 
canned.
The average farm In Xaacaster County is forty-two
4
and two tenths acres, with a value of #l,tdl* The total 
farm land and building is valued at #1,947,033. Sight and 
eight tenths per cent of the fain population is tenancy*
Most of the farms are owned. However, twenty-four and one 
tenth per cent are mortgaged* Forty-three p m  cent of the
Sl^lSiSiSSn^ SSsh r^ '^L'™r ;i-n,r
4* Ibid* , 10 p.
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farms is the county are owned by negroes# the raise of 
lira stock is 193h amounted to #S4B,.1I% hay, grain, 
vegetables as! ail other trash crops to $204, 509, a 
total off«HKr68&*.
tomato factories* 0i*e of the important industries allied
to agriculture is the canning of tomatoes. There are
five such canneries Is Lancaster .County located at Ooran,
Palmer, Marry Boint, Weems and la noaster Court House •
They have is employment about two hundred unskilled
laborers from the first of August to October 10, depending
os climatic conditions. This industry employs negroes,
both men and women, almost eoceiuslirely^  since unskilled
labor is needed for the major job in the tomato factory
of peeling the fruit and packing it in cans* The average
weekly pay is from eight to ten dollars, however, under the
Wage Hour Bill @ E  employees are to receive not less than
thirty oasts an- hour in IfdB*
5Oyster lug. Another of the chief Industries in this 
section is oyster packing* At one time, the majority of 
oysters were packed In shells In barrels and shipped by 
boat to Baltimore and thence to northern markets* Today, 
however, they are shucked, packed in different sized cans 
and shipped by truck. There are nineteen such packing 
houses in Lancaster County, all located on the water front.
siaiimenV^to the €®hw^by "Sir«! ’ H*rlD*^feiSlh,^...
White stone, Virginia
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These firms 609X07 about five hundred men from September 
15 to the last of March. taring the rush season* which 
is from Bovamber X to January X* about seven hundred 
seventy-five men are employed with a daily production of 
10,000 gallons of oysters* The average for the season 
would be from 6,000 to 7,000 gallons per day. These 
oysters are considered the finest on the Atlantic coast 
and find market in forty-sin of the forty-eight states*
The stackers are paid twenty cents per gallon 
for stacking the oysters. This work eonsista of taking 
the oysters from the shells* Some of these men earn as 
high as twenty-seven dollars par week, but the average 
is around ten dollars. The majority of the ahuekers are 
negro men* These men work eight hours per day six days 
per week* Of the nineteen stacking houses fifteen furnish 
free hotel accommodation. This is no more than a shanty 
and they are often spoken of as *staeker*s shanties’. One 
out of every ten stackers is known as an outside man.
His work consists of washing oysters, putt tag them into 
cans, packing oysters on tracks* etc* Some of the interest­
ing facts relating to the oyster Industry are listed.
It takes 1,275 bushels of oysters to stack 1,000 gallons. 
More oysters are stacked from the rooks on the Bappahannook 
River than from any other Tidewater section. Twenty-five 
per cent of the oysters shipped from lanaaater County come
from the Rappahannoeic River* the rest from the Potomao* the 
Plaakatanlt, the East* the Borih* the West* the James and 
the Torh Rivers,* the Mohjaek and tipper Bay* The average 
oysterman oatohes sixteen bushels of oysters a day (this 
includes tiro men to a boat)* over a ported of years* the 
average price of oysters per bushel In the shells has been 
sirfcy-seven cents* Oysters are graded according to the 
following* standards* selects* extra fleets* and counts•
The price varies for the oysters sold from one dollar fifteen 
cents for standards to two dollars and ninety cents for 
counts* Oyster houses have to meet rigid sanitation require­
ments*
6
Fishing* The fishing industry has played a most important 
part in the wealth of Lancaster County, it still does* 
hut the financial returns are uncertain*
Fishing has been one of the mo at lucrative 
businesses in this section*. However* due to the small run 
of fish it is more or less a gamble today* This industry 
reoalres a lot of capital* which may net a good return or* 
on the other hand* leave one bankrupt at the end of the 
season* There are fifty-five men in Xancaeter Comity who 
trap fish and operate from two to four traps each* They 
employ, on the average* four men to a boat, and pay them 
forty dollars per month and board* Fishing operations begin
"£« T f"s ia leS S It1 %Fl?Ke' ^  ' % ylor^    rTVirn
White Stone, Virginia
February 1 sad last to tone 1 and from September 1 to 
November Id* tost of the trap fishing is done in the 
spring* tome traps are to be found in shallow water 
of fifteen feet depth and some, known as deep water fish* 
lag, In water of seventy to seventy*fiwc feet depth* *
The average fisherman fishes In forty foot water* Usher** 
m m  run two risks* one of not catching fish and the other 
of having Ice carry their traps away* It is neoessary to 
get traps out early, that is, by the last of February or 
the first of torch* hot only is the work of the fisherman 
laborious but also lb is dangerous due to exposure be all 
kinds of weather* The 1940 season has been one of the best 
fishermen have had In years*
In the spring* the catch consists of herring and 
shod, in the toll trout* rock ant hard heats* These fish 
are sold in markets in the local community ant in Baltimore* 
to connection with spring fishing* there are five 
herring packing houses * These employ five hundred unskilled 
laborers, mostly negro men and women* a majority of these 
helpers are cutters* that Is* they open the fish and remove 
the roe* Their earnings, boo, depend oa the m m  of fish* 
tola work lasts from the middle of April to the first of 
tone* toe average earning is ten dollars a weak* racking 
fish includes removing the roe, brining the fish, later 
packing them in barrels ready for shipment* Some of the 
fish are packed in cans and cooked* after the roe is cooked
It Is canned* The buying up of these fish is usually
a profitable business, the buyers buy the fish directly
from the fishermen, pa ok them in loo and ship them*
Baltimore is the primary market, hut the fish from this
section are shipped to seven states*
7Menhaden Fishing Industry, This industry m s  ones a 
source of great wealth to this section; today it Is 
struggling for its existence. His small run of fish 
accounts for this change. At one time it m s  an easy 
matter for a boat to oatoh SOS,000 fish per day in the 
Chesapeake Bay. Today these boats run up the coast of 
Bew Jersey and down the coast of Berth Carolina for the 
catch* This is an expensive trip as it requires a night 
and day to make the run each my,
This industry Is entirely a manufacturing 
process, to# fish go through a press in which the oil is 
extracted, then to a drier, next they are ground to a pulp* 
This pulp is known as scrap* There are three such 
factories fishing eight boats in Lancaster county* They 
employ four hundred fifty men from the last of Hay to the 
15th of Bovember. The men are given a small salary, a 
bonus, and their board, At one factory the men work 
entirely on a bonus. The following would probably be 
fair for an average of the salaries of the men per month;
A statement author by Mr. CoIlin Chil^on^ Manager,
Standard Products, Kilmarnock, Virginia
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captains, four tomtom dollars; mates, pilots, and 
engineers one hundred seventy^five dollars; factory men* 
and fishermen, t i t t y dollars* It must to remembered 
that tills varies with the catch of fish* Paring 1 9 4 0  
the hosts averaged shout seven million fish, which was 
very email*
Soma of the interesting facts concerning 
this industry arc listed* 3&e average pries of scrap 
is forty dollars par ton* ant that of oil* twenty^foer 
cants par gallon* Fourteen thousand fish sill yield 
a ton of scrap, and eXghty-*four gallons of oil*- Scrap 
is used in different feeds for lira steels: and poultry* 
it is* also, need for guano* Host of the fish oil la 
sold to Procter and gamble* s>he price of oil is ■affected 
by the shipment of whale oil to this country, and that 
of fish scrap by the sale of meat swap*
large heats with a capacity of 500,000 fish 
are-used in this Industry* *Ffsh run in schools varying 
in number from several hundred to several thousand* After 
the fish are sighted by a man from the *wq«*s nest11 of 
a boat* m small boat known as the *drive heat* is put 
overboard* fhis boat is used to circle the fish to keep 
them from running away* two beats carrying a net are then 
launched from the large beat* Theee beats circle the fish 
with a net which is put overboard and drawn together 
enclosing the fish* When this procedure is completed.
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the large heat com©# alongside and the fish an# hailed 
into it* no hail th# flah a largo hamper holding several 
barrels or fish and operated by a lower driven crane is
used*
Before fishing hosts nan ho operated* th# aimers
have to. pay • license of two hundred dollars in Virginia,
seven hundred fifty dollars in lew Jersey* end two hundred
fifty dollars in north Carolina*
8Lumbering, another industry found in this county is
lumbering* 4  survey of this comity showed that there are
nine such businesses* they employ an average of twelve
mm per mill for six to seven months of the year* these
worker0 * about evenly divided between whites and negroes,
are paid about eight dollars per week and board, all
laborers are unskilled except the sawyer*
Seasonal work* From th# foregoing discussion, it will, be
noted that industries are seasonal* 4 typical year*# work
for the type of laborers who follow these Industries would
be as follows #. fall and stater^ , oyster houses or sawmill a;
spring -and summer* tomato factories, fishing or farming*
During the winter there is a demand for pulp wood and rail*
road tie cutters* During the rush season there is not
enough help to supply the demand and many worker© are
imported from other counties to supply the need* fhis is
*
6» a statement to the auifaorfcjr bp. Marvin smithy
Samatill operator, ihite Stone, Virginia
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particularly true with the oyster houses a&d menhaden 
fishing# i-he majority of laborers for these industries
i  > /
are negroes. Faming offers the most continuous work*
I
fhe facts pertaining to the distribution of 
workers in various occupations are presented in 
fable xxmt*
WAttf'ti* irTtrf
BOMBER OF PERSOHS IB X.AHCASTER COUHTX 
OVER TEB XSiBS OF AGS GAIHFOLXY EMPIOXBD 
IE 1930
.Male female
Occupation Whit© Hegro wniie feSro fetal
Agriculture 480 m 18 1495
Forestry and Fishing m v 849 7 6 1019
Food and Allied Industries M X 80 12 10 255
Wholesale and Retail 
Business 187 11 10 0 208
transportation and 
Communication i m 28 ‘1 1 185
Saw and Planing Mil 104 60 1 0 165
All ether mnufhcturing so 11 17 4 82
Domestic and Personal 
Services 42 20 280 196 558
Professional and Semi-
professional services 88 11 68 20 151
dll Other 887 104 89 14 494
fetal 2678 1168 465 269 4570
9» Onltaa States Ceastta Population Bulletin 1930♦ P*
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fhe total population of Lancaster County in 
1930 was 8,896 which la divided between white and negro* 
as followss 4,091 white and 3,986 negro. fhere were 
3,138 white and 1,432 negroes, or a total of 4,570 persons 
over ten years of age gainfully employed* there were 
2,907 under ten years of age* this leaves 1,4X2, or 
15.8 per oent unemployed* Sven considering those people 
sixty~five years of age and over as being unable to work, 
there are nine and three tenths per sent unemployed as of 
1930* the greater per sent of these are negroes* Am a 
result of the national emergency the situation as to 
employment is a great deal better than Is shown by the 
United states census of 1930* However, these era abnormal 
times and we should be confined to the 1930 census since 
the 1940 report on occupations Is not available*
Comparison between census figures in 1930 and 
1940 show a decrease of population of one hundred ten in 
the past decade* With a static population and excess of 
workers over opportunities* Lancaster County is faced with 
the problem of finding suitable employment for about 
fifteen and eight tenths per cent of its population* there 
are three major openings in the county for the boys, » 
farming, following the water (fishing or oystering), or 
clerkiag in retail stores* Hone of these seems to hold a 
very bright future, since farming as w e U  as oystoring and
Then* too* there Is the problem of making them pay* At 
mm time ft -mis as easy matter to make a 1 fring from the 
water* Today the fishing industry seems doomed* For 
the past few years* with the exception of the present 
year* the run of fish has heen so poor that one starting 
out in business could not receive enough on his initial 
investment to possibly remain in business*
its unoertainity and low prices of products* the present 
year excepted* in m survey of the farmers in the county 
in 1940 (the author personally visited one third of the 
farmers and found them to he mature men J it was found that 
less than seventy-five per sent were able to do more than 
make expenses*
From the discussion presented on f ishing and 
farming it will he noted that due to the required capital 
it is impassible for a young boy to start out on his own*
It is possible for M m  to work with his father* This they 
are forced to do* There is a little seasonal work* but 
this is not very lucrative* Since there are few jobs 
available* the young people must leave the county to seek 
employment in near-by cities* is spec I ally has this been 
true during 1940. is a result, the more intelligent young 
people are leaving the county* The result of this migration 
will be evident In the discussion on the tread of population
mfronds In Population
Washington, Baltimore, Norfolk ant Hewport Hews 
attract the majority of the white young people from this 
county* Yhe negro youth migrate to lew Jersey, lhila~ 
delphla and lew York. Prom the previous discussion it is 
seen that this migration to the cities is more or less 
forced on the young people* fhen, too* the cities are 
more attractive to them* More conveniences, opportunities 
for education while working, less laborious work, and 
recreational facilities all attract the youth*
The negroes go north lured by the belief that they 
will be treated on equality with the whites*
Another proof that migration is taking place is 
the decline in population since If BO* In 1920 the population 
was 975?* from 1920 to 1929 inclusive there wire 2,232 
births* jjuriug the same period of time there were 1,215 
deaths* fhere was an excess of births over deaths of 1,01?* 
Adding this number to 9,757 the result is 10,?74 the 
expected population for 1930* The actual population in 
1930 was 8,896 which when sub tooted from the above figure 
leaves 1,878* the only conclusion which can be drawn from 
this data is that these people left the county*
By the same process of reasoning it is found that 
875 people left lancaster County from 1930 to 1940* the 
population in 1930 was 8,896* *rom 1930 to 1939 Inclusive 
there were X, 582 births, and 1,11? deaths* Yhis gives an
8 5
8X0*88 of births over deaths of ..468* adding this to the 
population of It® gives 9*361 the ejected populat ion 
for 1940, although the population in 1940 was 8,786*
Fro® the data presented on the population from 
1980 to 1940 the following is ©vldent* Firsts that 
migration took place hut the number leaving the county 
from 19® to 1940 was less than for the preceding period* 
Second* the population during the past twenty years has 
decreased by 971* rhird* the number of births was smaller 
by 650 from 19® to 1940 than from 19W  to 1930* and that 
during the same period of time the number of deaths was 
smaller by ninety-eight, fh# county is losing its popu­
lation by the small number of births rather than by a large 
number of deaths*
Birth Bats
the population of a state is dependant upon its 
birth rate* &b will be seen from the table below the 
birth rate dropped steadily from one hundred eighty in 
19® to one hundred forty-two in 1936 then steadily in­
creased to one hundred seventy-two birth® in 1939*
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BlEfE RATE IB COUHfY# 1930*a939AW
Births
Exclusive of still births Bats per 1000 population 
Tear . White iegru-^  r , '; T m  : . Whits i^e^o ro^aX
1930 86 94 180 17*46 23*68 20*23
1931 69 192 171 14*01 25*09 19*22
1982 73 90 163 14*82 22*67 18*32
1933 68 80 148 13*80 20*14 16*64
1934 73 78 111 14*82 19*64 16.97
1938 74 71 148 15*00 17*90 18*30
1936 m 74 142 13*80 18*60 16*100
1939 76 76 132 15*32 18*56 17*01
1930 78 m 138 15*80 20*20 17*80
1939 91 81 172 19*67 20*40 19*25
fetal 730 826 1582 15*45 20*74 17*74
Considering the ten year period from 1930 to 1939
the average birthrate pea? 1000 population for the whites
was 16*46 and for the negroes, 80*74* uaring the period under
consideration the negro births were 4*89 greater than that of
the whites par 1000 population* Again referring to the table
it will be noted that the number of white births decreased
from 1930 to 1936* this may be due to economic reasons for
in this period was the throes of depression* job Insecurity,
lb* pnuariero^s 1s&q«*i939. Bureau of lfitai statiatica. ~  
Virginia state department of Health, Richmond, Virginia
a?
the high coat of rearing children, women being fcrced to 
worlc to maintain a decent standard of X&rfxxg* all affected 
the birthrate* Hegross doubtlees care lea© about Hiring 
standard©, for their birthrate ran higher during this time, 
although a decrease la noted during the years 1935, 1936, 
193?*
For a comparison of the birthrate of Lancaster 
County with that of Virginia fable jqoriSf la presented*
1 ftiji Ji.!» JUIt JL
BIRTH RATE PEH 1000 POOTIATIOH IB VIRGIBIA 1930-1938
Tear White heOTo Total
1930 22 #4 24*5 23.0
1931 21.4 22*4 32.0
1932 21.8 25*2 22.7
1933 20.0 24*1 21*1
1934 20.6 23*5 21.3
1935 20.2' 22.9 20.9
1936 20.3 22*5 20,0
1937 20.3 23.0 20*0
1938 .21.1" 22*9 21.6
1939* *« r
m Statistics for 1939 not available*
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la comparing this table with fable XOII it la 
to be noted that the birthrate of Lancaster Count# pen 
1800 population was less than that of Virginia for each of 
the pears under consideration* At no time was the birthrate 
of the white population in Lancaster Count# sepal to that of 
the state* and snip in one pear* If31* did the negro birth­
rate exceed that of the state as a whole* It was smaller all 
of the other pears* For the ten pear period the birthrate 
per 1000 In Lancaster Count# was less than in Virginia* 
fha birthrate of Lancaster Oountp during this time was 
17^74 per 1000 population and that of Virginia 21*48 per 
1000 population* the birthrate of Lancaster Count# Is* 
therefore* 3.74 smaller per 1000 population than that of 
Virginia for the period under consideration.
Before a detailed aualpsii of population trends 
can be made* a comparison of the number of births with 
deaths must be made, fable H H  has been prepared to show 
the death rate in Lancaster Count#*
TAB IS tttty
m m  HATE £SH 1000 HDHftATlOB IB 
IAHCASTES COEHTT 1920-193812
1 "     ,,,  „„.■
(Exclusive of atlil births) Hat. l?er 1000 lomtlatlon 
Year Waite Begro • Total Vthite "  1fe<go"  Total
1930 47 68 113 9*54 16.08 12.70
19m 43 88 131 8*73 28.17 14.73
1930 46 66 112 9.34 16.62 12.59
89
1933 53 58 111 10*96 14*50 12.48
1934 63 m 131 13*99 19*13 14*98
193b 51 m 130 10*40 18*90 14*20
1930 64 82 146 13*00 20*90 18*40
1939 60 61 131 13.00 18*30 13.62
1938 35 91 136 11.30 19.90 14*20
1939 90 _ Jbun* -* 15.10 11*80 13.40
fetal KGQWWW 683 1334 11.10 19*26 15.90
« ionusX deports* ap.’cft*
From 1930 to 1939 Inclusive there wore 1£3# deaths 
in Lancaster County, five hundred fifty-two white and ate 
hundred eighty-two negro* During the same time there were 
1582 births, seven hundred flfty-eix white and eight hundred 
twenty-six negro* Comparing the deaths {fable Sill} with 
births presented in table 1X911* it will be seen that there 
were three hundred forty-eight more births than deaths* 
there were seventy more births among the negroes than among 
the whites; likewise# as aeon from fable there were
one hundred thirty more deaths among the negroes than among 
the whites* fhe negro deaths exceeded the number of negro 
births, and the white births exceeded the number of white 
deaths* therefore, the conclusion is that the whites are 
gaining in population over the negroes*
For a comparison of the number of births and deaths 
in Lancaster County with Virginia* fable JQQE. has been prepared*
mtable xxs
COMPARISON OF BIRTHS AND DEATHS PER 1000 POITOATI0R.„ 
W  THE STATE AND LANCASTER COUNTY FROM 1930 to 1938^
Deaths ' Births
Year VlrgiaTaShbaaier"^ Vir^ iaXalaaoaat'erlii ff ereno e
1930 12.5 12*7 /0.2 23*0 20*2 —2.8
1931 13 #3 14.7 jZ*4 22*0 , 19.2 —2.8
1932 11*9 1S.6 /0.T 22.7 18.3 —4*4
1933 11*6 12*4 /0.8 21*1 18 .6 —4.8
1931 13.3 14.7 /2.S 21*3 16*9 —4.4
1933 IB #4 |4.2 j*1.8 20*9 16.3 —4.6
1936 13.1 18.4 /2*7 20.8 16*0 -4.8
1937 IS.6 13*6 /l.O 21.0 17*0 —8 .0
1938 12.4 14.2 fuz 20*9 17.8 —3*1
During the nine year period under consideration, there 
were more deaths per 1000 population in Lancaster County than 
in Virginia and at the same time there were less births in 
Lancaster County per 1000 population than in Virginia# It Is 
significant to note, therefore* that Lancaster County is losing 
in population more rapidly than is Virginia.
Marital Status
During the ten year period from 1930 to 1939, there 
were seven hundred thirty-five marriages in Lancaster County# 
The number of white marriages exceeded that of the negro by 
seventeen#
IS'*1' A n n u a l ~ ~ ~  ^  ~~ ~  ~ " "r 'r 1 17~r‘" 1 1' 1 T,rn'IJ 1
ouHBER of umamms asv i>ivorces ih 
MSCASmR C00B3T 1930 - 193914
Marriagea Divorces
Year . . . total 1 S M I W m&gea totalT1”"^ 1^  ffe&ro
1930 53 24 29 16 9 9
1931 68 31 32 12 8 7
1933 ?6 35 41 3 2 1
m m m 40 40 4 1 2
1934 68 44UJ 24 6 4 2
1933 72 ad 88 7 6 1
1933 84 44 40 20 9 11
.193? 83 37 46 11 ? 4
1938 89 42 47 14 7 7
1939 6? 40 27 13 8 5« « * * * * '"Ti:*T * i4-
total ?8§ 376 359 96 56 50
fha marriages la 1930 were lower than in any 
other year in the ten year period as is shown in table XXXI* 
^hs marriages in 1939 were greater by fourteen than in 1930 
y#t there were twenty-three per sent fewer marriages in 
1939 than in 1938# the negro marriages dropped forty-three 
per sent In 1939* there m s  a gradual increase in marriages 
from 1930 to 1938* Again in 1939 the number of marriages 
was small* the fast that many of the youth migrate from the 
county doubtless accounts for the small number of marriages*
T^bumiiaiSi1 osrt?op* oit*
The number of divorces to marriages in lanoaster 
Coonty is unusually high with the exception of the pears 
1.932 to 1935 inoluBive. fable XXIPis presented to give 
a picture of the ratio df divoroes to marriages of Xanoaater 
County as compared with the State*
t  abxs x m i
RATIO OF DIVORCES TO MARRIAGES 15 XABC4STER 
COUBTT 1930 * 193915
Ifear Jferriagoe Divoroes
Hatio 
ifferria^ e %o Divorces
$olaSr ,lcJl^;r ■ Wial _ Lancaster Virginia
1930 53 15 3*3 7.4
1931 53 jhi'latf' 5*3 8*1
193a ?8 8 35*5 8*3
1933 SO 4 30*0 10*?
193* m 8 lie 3 9*1
1935 ?8 ? 10*3 ?*8
1935 84 80 4.2 ?*3
193? 83 11' 7.4 ?*S
1938 89 14 &.a 8*0
1939 8? 18 5.1
*  The ratio of marriages to divoroes was not available for 
Virginia for 1939*
The ratio of marriages to divoroes in 1932 was
approximately twenty-five to one* whioh was higher than at any
mother tip# during the ' M m  year period* Th& retie of 
marriages to divoroes from 1938 to 1938 was greater in 
Virginia than in laaeastsr County* -being seven and four 
tenths for Virginia and nine and three tenths for Lancaster 
County* fhe peak years for divorce in Lancaster County 
were 1938* L98§* and 1938* Its rank as compared with the 
state wasz fifth* fourth* and nineteenth* respectively*
In 1938 there were less divoroes than at any other given 
year under o on si dera tloxw it ranked ninety-fifth* in 
comparison with other counties in the state* £he table 
below is to show the rate of the marriages to divoroes
when Lancaster County had its largest and smallest number
#*
of divoroes* 4 comparison is made of the counties which 
ranked first and last*
pj&ppg. rffin
t m m m m  coots*?* 3 m m m m r m  w m m & m  w m m
1933 -
Counties
1938
Ratio of 5ferria«e
1930
Ratio ofUarria^e
Rank to Pivoroe Hank to Pivefoe
Arlington 1st 1*31 1st 1.9?
Lancaster 95th 85*33 4th 4*80
Greensville 108th 48S.08 100th 158*08
16* Animal Reports* op*, olt*
status of Xaacaster County in comparison with that at the 
Stats of Virginia*
fABIS SSSXr
& coicp^rxsor of nffinai, m m $ B  m  m u m m m  
m m m t  m  Km«rHg atari of tmoisiA fob 
% m  m m  ivw*7
Single Harried «Tldowe4
MaiiT"^T5mol9 J&Xe ■ Tamale . Hale "" tamale
Lancaster 1,070 643 1,798 1,790 164 330
Virginia 284,780 234,421 473,870 473,428 53,948 92,080
Wkm marital status of persons in Xanoaster County 
fifteen years of age and over shews that there are 2*865 more 
married people than single* single males outnumbering the 
female by four hundred twenty-oe ven* and there are one hundred 
sixty-six more widows than widowers» fhe situation In 
limmmmter bounty compares favorably with that of VI aginia 
with the exception there are more married women than men*
She marital statue of Xaheaster County compared 
favorably with that of the United States In 1930*
Ion; BulletlSIT the- Whited stafes i
1$36* Vnited Statea Printing Office* Washington* D* c* , 29
sabtm x x m
A COHPABISOH OF K&BXSABfiflYTWflW' A HtV wnvtsfLUUaxX MaM* J?UK x£u£
Marital status of lane aster Marital status of the IF# S*
Males Females Hales Females
Single 20*1 23*4 34*1 26*4
Married 59*1 64*4 60*0 61.1
Widowed 0*4. 11*0 4*6 m*i
Mverosd 0*# 0*4 * * 1*1 1*3
Unknown 0 0 0*2 0*1
fetal 100 100 100 100
Pathologies
• Illegitimacy* or toe* Juvenile delinquency* Mind* 
mesa* and cripple&neas constitute the social Ills of 
Lancaster County* fhese topics will he discussed as they 
are listed above*
Illegitimacy* fhe greater part of illegitimacy In Lancaster 
County Is among the negroes*, the people of the county seem 
to take Illegal births among the negroes for granted* fhey 
assume the attitude that nothing can be done about it*
Some offer the solution of educating the negroes through 
the schools and churches* Am yet the county has taken no
10* Population Bulletin*, op* eft* ^
AiTmrnl Reports 1930. Bureau of Vital Statistics, 
Virginia state Department of Health, Hichmorid, Virginia
steps in tbs prevention of illegitimacy.
A COIttARISOB OF THE HBBC1 
BIRTHS IB  IiABCASTOR COBHTY THE STATE OF4 « W #  ++ V*&
in County 
County W* B**
,0* of
mate Births
B** $*
1934 151
m m  lit
o
I' 
12
9 9
9 9
8 10 
IS 14
0*0 7*7 7*7
0  #% £ «2 n n•v 15*3 #*3 
0*0 5*5 5*5
0.7 0*5 9.3
2*f a.sm.0
0.7 10.5 11*2 
1.9 10.6 12*5 
0*9 10.5 11.3 
0*6 9*9 10.5
0.8 8*2 9.0
ftr
7*0
7*2
7.4
7*5
7*4
7*1
■w Wii
la. Annual Reports 193Q-1§39> Bureau of Vltiail' Statistical 
Virginia of Health. Richmond, Virginia
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D aring the period from 1920 to 1939 the 
percentage of iHegitiraaoy for Xanoaater County too 
nine aod for Virginia seven and one tenth* lancaster 
County had almost two per cent store illegitimaay than 
did Virginia, since the negroes are a larger proportion 
of the population of Xanoaeber County than in the state 
of Virginia, and since illegitimacy was more prevalent 
in Innoaster County than in Virginia this difference may 
he accounted for largely hy the high rate of illegitimacy 
among negroes* as further evidence of this fast it is 
to he noted that of the one hundred forty-two illegal 
births in the period of 1930 to 1939, one hundred twenty-eight 
or ninety and eight tenths per cent were among the negroes* 
Crime* Xanoaeter County makes a Very favorable showing in 
the small amount of crime she has as compared with the state 
as a whole* rhis is to Im  oxpactedt however, as Lancaster 
t County Is m rural section* mtfimm® for tola esnolnaiom tm 
presented is fshl# whore the per oapita cost of crime
is shows*
m m  mw CHIME wmvmsxQn m$mmm m
XABOlSfEB COOTPT 1931 -> 19392®
Year Yotel Gos
1ancestor Yirglnia
1 Ter Sa^Mw cost 5:0 tax oos€ ?er Sapita cost
1931 f 918 #103 fB?8#6?8 *189
1930 938 *10? 888*463 *163
1933 788 *088 *168
#1*061
1,1283
1*048
f258,883
388*115
from m m  to with
a
it is aeea that the 
exception of tha $mm& 
inarea sa oirer each
fho axnotmt of joyaafla %m%JUafoaiie#
aaaroa, Bata
HI 
194081
White z  t
A (
% &
i A
0
A
§ B
A A
0
A
0 4
m i
# i# 
1 * 
L 0
0
0
§ Q 
0 0
«
0
iriatias, Mohamad, Virginia, 1901-1939 
21. Judge 0, 1. Towles, court Heeords.
1, So. 1, on file in the office,
of the 
se and
County, vol.
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8 aglnning in 1984, whoa a trial Justice ooart 
was established in the county, there have been twenty-nine 
eases of juvenile delinquency brought to this oourt* of 
this number, six have been for larceny and six for assault 
and battery* sixty-nine per seat of the eases are negro 
boys, twenty-seven and flee tenths per cent white boys and 
three and five tenths per oent negro girls* so white girls
an analysis of ages of children brought before 
this court (frtal Justice Court! reveals that a majority of 
the oases have been boys of sixteen years.
yjftjttae rrr.
Art'S* a *  •*» TV£*T TitJ M E jF J g s i O f  « U ¥  J S v x o
MRCASTER COCBfT 1984 - 1940
? rears 10 years 12 years 18 years 14 vrs. 18 16
White uale 0 O 0 1 1 0  6
White Female O 0 0 0 0 0 0
Begro Hale 1 1 1 1 8 8 8
Begro Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Blindness. According to Mrs. Irene Davenport there are three 
oases of hlindsoss In the county* Two of these receive relief 
through the welfare department of the oooistyv and the ether made 
application for such aid Jfhly ltd which will he givens. Mrse 
Davenport attributes the small muaher of hlind to the Taylor 
law which provides for the warn of silver nitrate in the eyes
Department, Lancaster Court House, inrginia
iO©
of newly 1m  children whose
©rfoples*. 2here are- fifteen
have a social disease* 
la laaoaster County
ffem the 
County as wall as
In jmtiM# welfare has 
to If St inclusive for 
state as a whole*
m m ®  m
1931 | 1,328 f 582.649 .34
1938 1,512 *1? 612,168 .35
1933 1,628 .18 638.109 *37
1934 1,865 .80 698,414 .40
1935 2,598 •89 798,103 •46
1936 , 3,078 .34 904,389 .58
193? 6,221 *69 1,239,876 .72
1938 7,372 .83 1,454,020 •84
1939 13,810 1.54 2,275,966 1.32
% & « aavenpoartu op* oft* 
B§* Comparative Cost of
iudltor 5jt'luSlFo
Wwerment# Report of the
J&£atta& Richmond* Virginia
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Eleven times as nruoh mens? was spent far public 
welfare in Eanoaster County in 1939 as was spent in 1931* 
Prior to 1939 tbs Board of Supervisora appropriated the money 
for relief and assumed responsibility for administering its 
expenditure* let 1936 relief was placed under the Welfare 
Department, she looal government puts up twelve and five 
tenths per cent of the amount, of money spent for relief, the 
state thirty-seven and five-tenths per cent,, and the federal 
government fifty per sent*
when the tfelfaro sepsrtasBt was set up in 1936, 
there were thirty-sevan oases under Its oars. By Beoember, 
1939, this number had increased to one hundred fifty-eight* 
Xhese data ere shown in fable SXI.
fABLB XUt
BOMBER HE0E1VIBG AID IHROUGH fHE 
WEEFARB DEBABfMEHf IB EdgGASfEH 
COOBTf* DECEMBER, 1939s®
mm &t &id . White Meam fet&x.
-Afd to the* Blind X 8.
lid to children f X 10
Oe&ersl Eollof W ax m
Old ago isalstaao# 44 m 108
fatal ?X m 1B8
Class, william and. wiry1 College, 1940. Unpublished Material
i
Boar4 that this .Imsrease was not 4ns to an Increase in the
i ■ ■ . r ■
mumfcer eliglhXe to receive this «$&*. Imt due to the toot 
that more were ia&ing advantage of the Benefits to he derived 
from the department*
the Budget as set tip by the welfare Board tor the 
years 1938 to X940 appears in tohle £1X1*
fAELE m i
BUDGETS OF f BE WE&FARE u m i V f  FOB MBOAECTi C0UOTT
1930 <* 1940 W€
Apportionment of Fund 1938 •1939 1940
014 Age Assistance % $X0,?X6 $m*?m
Aid to Dependent Children 880 1*988 3,604
Aid to the Blind 640 494 494
General Be H  of &* 99f 4*180 3*830
total $13* 38*$' P9;p098 $31^068
Housing
5te neater proportion of the people of Xanoaster 
County are well housed and own their own homes* Among the 
farm population there is eight and eight tenths per sent 
tenancy* in a surrey of five hundred families representing
the white homes of the school population in the county 
twenty-fire per cent of them have baths with running 
water, three tenths per cent have more than one hath, and 
forty-three per cent of the homes here eleotrio lights*
In a amiliar survey for the negroes representing 
three hundred eleven home a, only one home had hath with 
running water. Three per cent had eleotrio lights. Superior 
living conditions among the white population are elearly
t*
A ma jority of the homes in the county present a 
very good appearance* For the most part they are well kept 
especially in the villages*
The people of lanoaster County are a happy, 
contented group* There are very few wealthy, and on the 
other hand, very few poor people* Extremes in wealth are 
not great* Ferhaps those living on the fame have little 
ready cash hut are well fed* Agricultural products as 
well as sea foods of all kinds are plentiful and cheap* 
The mass of the people make their living from 
the soil or the water* Those who depend on the latter 
have small plots of land on which they raise vegetables 
for home use* Doubtless they have a cow and raise a few 
hens* iSggs are still used as a medium of exchange at the
SfiET BooKer,'"jC" y* 1,rjr Survey 'on'1 ^ neaiS^ ™w
Sociology Class, William and Mary College, 1940*
hetag- :ia the, home, although seme of the negro women 
are employed at seasonal wont*
&ellgfnh& Mfe
iisa iotf^r ■ of the «eo»ty shewed twenty white 
churches, with denominations as follows: • Baptist, nine | 
Methodist, flvei Bpiaeopal, feurt Brsshyterian, onef and 
Seventh Bay Adventist, one* fhe value of church property, 
including the parsonages, was estimated to he #185,000. 
fhe combined etaroh enrollment m m  2*853* or sixty per seat 
of the county population. More women than- men belong to 
the church. fhe greatest per oent of the church member ship 
Is among the Baptist with for^^nlne and two tenths per sent 
of the enrollment, fhe Mstho&lst come next with thirty*' 
eight and one tenth per sent* ft*# %isoopal Shnroh has fIre 
and four tenths per sent; the fraahyterlen four and. four* 
tenths per eenti and the Seventh Pay Adventist two and nine 
tenths- par- esitt* Monday School Is stressed .In the.Baptist 
and Methodist Churches. Bore, too* the women -are in. pre<* 
dominance. According to a school survey made of the school 
children, seventy per cent of them attend Sunday School.
there are seven negro starches, dll of these are 
Baptist with the exception of one* fhe value of their etareh
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property amounts to $51*000* fheir otaroh enrollment la
B#425, the 
on toa&ay School*
In Isneaster 
daring the mmuaer are abundant, too to Sts location on
and the lur< 
alike. 80
tourists from Virginia and other states come in
, an< 
and haaehall are
on m m  1rater aie swsiXahle* 
sports. ,^sft are f&re
is that all
r
Counties# too of the rules of the 
mm teams motmt ha 
of the team on which 
at
swmQT* 
of a new
two
the con-
different* Hunting is popular among the men and some of 
older hoys,. Bridge is a popular form of re or cation and
are three clubs which meet weekly* for the mass of young 
men and young women there is little recreation available 
in winter except motion pictures or howling* fhese are* 
of course* expensive* Dancing is popular in the. winter as 
well as in the summer.
Shis lack of recreation during the winter for 
the young people is one of the problems of the tounty* 
toy night young people by the scores can he seen parted along 
the teaches* to every little cross road of the county is 
found one or more filling stations# fhsse are great places 
for young hoys to congregate.
there are in lanoaster County two woman* s clubs* 
a Euritan and m Rotary Club* One recreational center has 
been started* hut does not prove any too popular# there 
is a community choir which meets weekly from September to 
tone* giving vocals training to any interested* it sponsors 
two pageants during the year* at Easter and at Christmas*
Hie choir is composed of men and women throughout the county# 
a survey of five hundred white homes showed 
that seventy-tee per cent had radios# M similar survey of 
three hundred eleven negro homes showed that twenty-seven
growth of the tie# natural resources* land and water and 
their allied industries* fke young people of the county 
have tended to migrate to the nearby cities because of 
the hard work accompanying farming* the low prices received 
for agricultural pro toots* and the uncertainty of the fishing 
industry* Hits migration has become one of the probieras 
of the county since the better class of boys and girls leave 
the county*
Such work as is to be found in the county is 
plentiful* although somewhat seasonal*- the wealth of the 
county is evenly divided* there being few rich and# on the 
other hand* few poor people* tenancy among the tarn popu­
lation is .small* Hie greater part of the citizens own their 
own homes* the relief rolls are small*
the birth rate of the comity is smaller than that 
of Virginia while the death rate is greater* fhe rate of
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Of the social ills, illegitimacy takes the 
lead, as the average percentage of Xanoaster County is 
greater than the average of other counties. Crime, 
juvenile dellnQttenoy. b l i n d n e s s ,  and cripples offer no 
serious problems.
The religious life of the county compares 
favorably with that of Virginia, albhon#* the churches 
have not taken the lead in trying to solve any of their 
problems*
Pew recreational facilities are available for 
the youth during the winter months. However, the natural 
advantages offer abundant opportunities during the summer 
months. Sue to the location of Xanoaster County on the 
water, fishing, boat races, and swimming are great sports 
for both the young ami the old, Banolng* bridge, bowling,: 
and attending movies are the chief amusements of the 
winter months.
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Summary and Implications
From the evidence presented in this study, the 
following conclusions are drawn: There has been a tendency
towards consolidation of schools, the value of school proper­
ty has been enhanced due to the building program; transportat­
ion facilities have been provided for the children; the in­
structional program has been improved! a broader educational 
philosophy is evident; the quality of teachers is superior 
as indicated by the type of certificates held; the population 
of the county is decreasing; the industries of the county are 
not adequate for the young people, thus, migration among them 
is great; the per capita wealth of the county is smaller than 
that of Virginia as a whole; illegitimacy is large; housing 
conditions among the negroes are poor; and recreational 
facilities are Inadequate.
Since these conditions exist, the following changes 
in the educational program of the county are necessitated;
First, Further consolidation of the secondary school.
Second. A more comprehensive educational program.
Third. The installation of adult education.
Fourth, The development of an efficient guidance
program.
In the suecedlng paragraphs a specific discussion of 
the educational and socio-economic conditions of the county 
and the implications therefrom will be discussed.
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Educational Conditions
During the period of time this study covers, the^ 
enrollment of the schools has decreased thirteen per cent*
At the same time the number of withdrawals has decreased* 
mis indicates that the enrollment, of necessity, will grow 
smaller from year to year* Further indication of this 
statement resolves Itself around the root that the number of 
children entering the first grade was vastly smaller in 1940 
than in 1930 • There has been consolidation in the elementary 
schools, but none in the high schools.
The location of the present negro high school does 
not serve the best needs of the county#
The present educational set-up of the county does 
not meet the needs of the people* This Is indicated by the 
fact that retardation, as well as withdrawals, are rather 
high, that many high school graduates do not go to college, 
and those who do go do not make very good records • A change 
in the offering of the schools should be made to remedy this 
condition*
The instructional phase of the educational program 
in the elementary schools has hem improved by the work of 
elementary supervisors* If more time could be devoted to 
supervision of the high schools the implication is that the 
instruction would be improved. At the present time the prin­
cipals are responsible for the supervision of high school 
work* They find little time, however, for the improvement of 
instruction through supervision since they teach classes in
Ill
addition to their administrative work. If a larger provision 
could be made in the budget for administrative assistance and
the number of teachers increased, the educational program 
would be Improved*
Recently vocational work has been started in the 
high schools, but the amount of this work is limited.
The citizens should be informed as to the educational 
needs of the county. They are satisfied with the present 
set-up and are very much opposed to any change. The thing 
that they do not realise is that the enrollment of the 
schools is yearly decreasing and that an adequate program of 
education is impossible in small schools.
Socio-Eoonomic Conditions
The population of the county is decreasing steadily 
due to the low birth rate and migration. This trend of 
population is directly reflected in the school system since 
the enrollment has been steadily decreasing. Such a condition 
is making an inadequate and expensive school system and it 
will grow in proportion from year to year. The youth of the 
county migrate to find suitable employment. Those industries 
of the county which offer themselves to the youth are not at* 
tractive due to their nature. Farming is not attractive 
because of the hard work and low prices of farm products; 
fishing, because of the uncertainty of the run of fish. Both 
of these industries require a lot of capital to get started.
The other industries are of like nature.
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The fact that a large number of boys leave the 
farms yearly to go Into other phases of work indicates the 
absence of an adequate guidance program. Our youth should 
be taught the opportunities which farm life in this section 
offers* namely: the fertility of the soil, the independent 
life to be found on the farm as in few other walks of life; 
and accessibility to markets. So many of those who follow 
the water depend solely on this as a means of livelihood*
They should be taught that their financial returns could be 
enhanced by small faming operations. A little live stock* 
hogs, hens* and cows* in addition to a garden* would more 
than pay for the trouble of looking after it.
The schools of the county have not been meeting 
the vocational needs of the youth as may be testified by 
the fact that few skilled laborers are to be found in the 
communities* Recent lilt and HOLC loan© stimulated the build­
ing of homes throughout the county. There was a scarcity of 
carpenters* electricians* plumbers* and masons.- fh most cases 
this type of labor had to be brought in from other counties* 
this situation testifies to the fact that the schools have 
not been meeting the needs of its youth* Training should be 
given in these lines of work* Bven though the county may not 
be able to absorb all of the youth trained in this line of 
work* the young boys will be better equipped for employment 
when they go to near-by cities for work.
Continual migration* the high percentage of ille­
gitimacy, the inadequacy of housing (among some), the relative-
ly low percentage of church membership, and the lack of re- 
creational facilities all have their impllcationa for adult 
study groups.
Ift the light of bh® implications which have been 
discussed 1n this chapter, the following program la proposed. 
This program fa designed to meet the educational demands, of 
the county for an indefinite period of time. Xt is not drastic 
in its scope; it Is one which is economical* and It Is one 
which will be easy to install once accepted by the people.
Consolidat ion is. not proposed from an economical 
standpoint. It may save the county money at first, bat if 
the primary objective Is to be obtained, that is, to Increase 
the holding power of the school by offering a greater variety 
of courses, the school system in a few years will cost more.
The purpose of consolidation is, therefore, to improve in­
struction for the fifty-four per cent of white students and 
the eighty-three per cent of negro students who drop out of 
the school before graduating.
The three white high schools now in operation in 
the county should be consolidated into one at Kilmarnock,
This will mean the transportation of the high school student© 
from White Stone and lively. 2ft the former case it will be a 
distance of five miles, the latter, eleven. The elementary 
school© win be consolidated into two units, one at lively 
and one at White Stone. The elementary children of Ottoman
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will be taken to lively, end the children of Kilmarnock*
Weems, end Irvington to White Stone* little opposition to 
this plan should be met in the communities of lively and 
White Stone since the additional children brought to these 
schools will make them equal in else or larger than the ones 
they now have. The present buildings are practically adequate 
for this program. It would necessitate, however, the con­
struction of vocational buildings at Kilmarnock which would 
include, agriculture, home economics, and shop. With such a 
program there will be one high school and two elementary 
schools to Lancaster County. The greatest distance the grade 
pupils will have to be transportLe,cr; under such a set-up will 
be eight &lles; the high school, seventeen miles.
The present negro elementary schools wtU remain 
the same* toe negro high school wouM constitute quite a 
change, toe present school would be moved to a point more 
accessible to all to the county and consolidated with the 
negro high school of Northumberland County. Since the other 
county in this division, Northumberland, faces the same sit­
uation as to the negro high school, this location would be 
at a point accessible to both. This would of course make 
necessary the cons traction of a new building, toe cost of 
this building would be borne proportionally bf the two
counties. If such a program for the negroes were adopted, 
it would mean that the majority of the children would have a 
shorter distance to travel to attending this school than
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they have under present conditions, toe buildings in which 
these two negro schools are now housed are old and inadequate.
Such a program of necessity would offer a well round­
ed secondary school program, College preparatory work and 
vocational work would be offered. Provisions would be made 
for the-out-of-school youth and adult education,
toe aid of the State Department would be sought in 
working out a comprehensive program which would meet the needs 
of the entire people, Such a school would have little diffi­
culty in meeting the standards set up by the state and the 
Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.
toe Curriculum
> •
Elementary Curriculum. - No decided change in the 
present elementary curriculum is proposed, toe continuance 
of the present program is advocated, Units of work resulting 
from child interest should be encouraged, Greater stress 
should be placed on health, and children should be constant­
ly taught to maintain high health standards, toe fundament­
als must be mastered if a high grade of scholastic work in 
high school is obtained. More time should be devoted to the 
study of gsograhpy.
Close parent-teacher relationship is advocated. 
Elementary pupils need constant guidance and to adequately 
understand the child, the teacher must know his heme back­
ground.
High School Curriculum. - toe high school curric-
lie
ulum would be divided into.two phases , college preparatory 
and vocational* Ttm college preparatory would consist of 
English, mathematics, history, sciences, and foreign lan­
guages* High standards could he held in this work since 
pupils taking college preparatory work would he a selected 
group* Upon graduation in this field, pupils would he ad­
equately prepared to enter any college*
Vocational work would consist of home economics,
agriculture, shop, and commercial. W m m  economics would in-/
elude a full three year course as outlined by the State 
Department of Education. This course would Include sewing, 
nutrition, budgeting, child care, interior decorating, eti­
quette, social problems, etc* Home projects would be an 
integral part of this course* Such a course would go a long 
way in improving the home conditions in the county, a factor 
in the elimination of migration.
Agriculture, another phase of vocational work, 
would closely follow the standards as set up by the State 
Department of Education* Tho possibilities for scientific 
faming in this section would he stressed. Boys would be 
given Instruction in marketing, fertilisation, the value of 
securing state and federal information on faming and using 
it. Improved farm practices would result from close super­
vision of home projects. Such a program would have a carry­
over to the farm*
Shop work would constitute the third phase of 
vocational work* Some of the more important things to be
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taken up in such a course would be metal and wood lathe work, 
plumbings electrical work, mechanics, brick masonry, carpent­
ering, mechanical drawing, and blue print reading* Such a 
course, would be designed to supply the need or mechanically 
trained men in this and ad joining counties*
Commercial work would constitute the last phase or 
this program. Shorthand, bookkeeping, and typing would be 
Included in this course.
Such a program would greatly add to the holding 
power or the school* Students who now drop out of school 
due to their Inability to work mathematics and translate 
latin would naturally find some phase or vocational work 
which would interest than#
-Extra curricula offerings would include among other 
things an orchestra, dramatics, and group singing. A full 
schedule of clubs would be offered.
& director of instruction would be employed for 
the division and would divide his time between the white and 
negro schools* A person with personnel training would be 
added to the faculty* ’The time of such a person would be 
devoted almost exclusively to this work* Such a person would 
have few, if any, teaching duties*
The facilities of the school would be open to out- 
of-school youth and for adult education* Classes for these 
two groups would be organised* Since vocational classes have 
been denied them, such work would prove highly beneficial for 
those enrolled*
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Financing The Program
The program which has been proposed was not with 
the view of saving money, but to provide a more adequate 
educational system for the people* Several factors signify 
the ability of the county to pay for such a program. First, 
the amount of indebtedness of the county is small; second, 
the proposed program is inexpensive and could be financed 
with little if any additional increase in taxation; third, 
the amount of money which would be supplemented by state and 
federal funds would adequately finance the program.
The only capital outlay for this program would b© 
the construction and equipment of a home economics cottage, 
an agriculture, and a shop building at Kilmarnock. With 
state and federal aid these could be built and equipped for 
#10,000. The negro school would cost approximately #40,000. 
However, Northumberland County wouM bear one half the cost 
of this building. The total building program would ©mount 
to #60,000. This money could be borrowed from the literary 
Fund and be paid back over a period of thirty years. This 
would mean the payment of #2,000 per year on the principal 
plus interest at four per cent.
Assuming equal enrollments the cost of administrat­
ion and instruction In the white and negro schools would 
actually be #3,898 less under the proposed program than under 
present conditions. However, in a few years the cost of ad­
ministration and instruction would increase under the proposed
program* This would result from the increased holding power 
of the school as a result of the Increased offerings.
The following budgets are presented under the 
present conditions.
8 principals n §1,600 each . . . . . . . . . * . $ 4,000
8 agriculture teachers including travel . . . . .  6,000
3 home economics teachers including travel . . .  3,480
8 hl&h school teachers # 1810 each . . . . . . . . 6.480......... . ♦&6>S6
For The Negro School
1 principal . . . . * •. ♦ . . . . * » • . * ♦ « # 1,200-
1 agriculture teacher including travel . . . . .  i,<
1 home economics teacher Inclad ins travel . * . .
■S high school teachers # #688 . . . . . .  »' *. l.j
Total . . . . . . . . . . .  # S^sSt
The budgets for the proposed schools are presented, 
This budget-would. Increase for a number of years after first 
adopted because of the increased bolding power of the school,
1 principal giving his full time to administration
and supervision . » . . « . . * * . . . .  . • . . # 2,200
1 assistant principal teaching two classes'and
doing guidance work . . . .  * . . . . . . .  . . . 1,600
6 high school teachers «r #800 per year . . . . .  . 6,400 <
1 full time librarian . . . . . . . .  * * * . ♦ . . 1,000
1 agriculture teacher including travel . . . .  . . 2,260
1 home economies teacher including travel . . .  . * 1,300
1 assistant home economics teacher including travelv 1,160 
I shop teacher fig. ♦ * » . . . * . »■ . ♦ * ♦ 1,600
1 commercial teacher . * . . . . . * * . . * . . « . 1,000-O'—— . _ Al'tiT'glVX1Total #1? ,600
31 principal * $ 1,500
1 agriculture* teacher including travel * * * * * 1,600
1 home economics teaoher including travel . . * * 1,000
6 high school teachers # #750 per year . . * * « * 4.050
3btal . , . , . * * . . * * # 8|1SS
toe half of the cost of instruction of the negro 
school would he home by Northumberland County thus making 
the ins true tlonal cost to Lancaster County #4,575.
From the two plane presented it will he seen that 
the salaries of both the white and negro teachers are higher 
than at the present time yet the cost of instruction to the 
county will not he as great. With the consolidation of the 
elementary schools into two units it would enable the elemen- 
tary schools to operate with two teachers less than at the 
present time, ant still have a teaching lead of less than 
thirty-five pupil® per teacher* The amount of money saved on 
teachers salaries would help to take car© of the additional 
cost of transportation*
The employment of a director of instruction for the high 
schools would necessitate the expenditure of eight hundred 
dollars, the rest of this cost would fee home by the state.
The proposed out-of-school youth education and the adult edu­
cation program would cost the county very little' since the 
state would provide one half the cost of this program.
; Should the present amount of money be inadequate to
finance this program, an increase of twenty-five cents to the 
present Ntax rate would finance this program. This increase in 
the tax rate would amount to about #7,000. With the proposed
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increase of twenfcy-fire cents* I^ncaster would still nare 
a low tax rate of on© dollar and Beveafcy*»five cents.
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